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The Commons System

Students critical but
hopeful, survey shows

WIND FLATTENS CROWD - Regardless of the blustery afternoon,these faithful spectators root on
the men's lacrosse team last Saturday.
ECHO ohoto hv BHth Healy

Arb o's angers studen ts
by Dave Scannell
Because of what some have called
"inappropriate " towing practice , questions have been raised regard ing the
business relationship that exists between Colby and Arbo 's towing serice ,
a company hired by the college to tow
illegally parked vehicles on campus.
According to senior Sue James , her
car was towed after it was illegally
parked and then ret owed after she took
the car from an Arbo 's lot "because
I needed it. "
James said that when she went to
pick up her car after it , had been towed , she was told that her car could-be
found in another Arbo 's lot.
"When I went to Arbo 's, I had the
money, I was ready to pay, but they
told me my car was in another lot. "
According to James, when she arrived al the second Arbo 's location ,
"There was no one at the lot; there was
no one there and 1 took the car because
I needed it. "
She added that she mailed her parking fine after reclaiming her car.
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When she returned to campus , she
parked her car in Roberts ' lot. "Then
when I came back , I found they had
taken my car again, " she said.
Upon returning to Arbo 's to ask
about the whereabouts of her car , she
discovered that the company had , in
fact , retowed her car. After paying for
it a second time, she found that her car
could not be driven off the Arbo 's lot
because her battery had been "disconnected " and her "distributor cap"
taken off.
James , who paid both towin g fees
and is waiting to see whether Arbo's
returns her first payment, expressed
"¦surpr ise " over the fact that
"everytime 1 went down to Arbo 's,
they never asked me who I was or what
my car looked like , they always seemed to know. "
She attributes this to the fact thai she
had brought her car to Arbo 's earlier
in the year for a maintenance estimate.

in lieu of the regular towing fee.
Ken Harris , a junior , told the Echo
that his car' was about to be towed
from the construction lot by the
Hillside comp lex early one morning.
Harris , who had a sticker on his car
identifying it as a student 's, said that
no effort was made to contact him ,
despite assertions from Safety and
Security that Ihey make efforts to contact students before towing cars.
Responding to these criticisms , Peter
Chenevert , director of Safety and
Pa K c 3
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by Brad Fay
Even though only 40 percent of Colby students believe the Commons
System should be continued , 63 percent
of them believe fine adjustments could
make the system work in the future , according to a Colby Echo survey of student opinions conducted during April.
Students are most negative about the
commons room draw procedure and
the complexity and size of student
government. In addition , almost half
of the students do not identify at all
with their commons and only about 20
percent identify or strongly identify
with their commons.
Wh ile most students believed the
Commons System should be replaced ,
they were divided as to what should
replace ii. Twenty-one percent said
fraternities should be returned and 35
percent said a simple dorm system
would be better.
An analysis of these result s showed
that men , upperclassmen , and students
who are not in positions of authority
were the most negative .
About 60 percent of the male
students called the Commons System
a failure while only 31 percent of the
female students called it a failure.
Seniors were found to identify the
least with the commons in which they
live. Eighty-one percent of the seniors
did not at all identify, while freshman
identified the most with 29 percent.
The Commons System room draw
procedure got poor marks from
students , 70 percent of whom were
dissatisfied with the process. Another
78 percent said last year 's room draw
system was more fair , 3 percent said
last year 's was no more fair , and 25
percent , mostly freshman , said they
didn 't know.
Sixty-eight percent of the student
body believe room draw should not be
used to promote commons identity, 11
percent think it should and 21 percent
aren 't sure.
Being a member of dorm staff or an
elected member of student government
caused respondents to be more positive
about the Commons System, but more
likely to call student government too
cumbersome. Thirty-six percent of student leaders called the Commons

System a failure while 47 percent of the
non-leaders called it a failure. On the
o ther han d, 57 percent of the leaders
called student government too cumbersome and 55 percent of all others called it too cumbersome.
Overall , 56 percent of all students
called student government too cumbersom e , 14 percent said it was not too
cumbersome , and 31 percent said they
didn 't know.
Social Life
Social life this year got rather high
marks from the student body, especially fr om those who live in Lovejoy
SURVEY

The Echo
survey
meth ods
The survey of student opinions
published in this issue of the Colby Echo represents the first Echo
survey conducted using modern
survey-research methods.
According to Bra d Fay, who
organized the survey, the results
should have been hig hly accurate
since 10 percent of Colby students
were selected randomly to be
interviewed. '
"Unfortunatel y, we had trouble
finding some of those who should
have been interviewed. The fewer
of those on the list interviewed, the
more potential for biases in the
results ," he said.
"The interviewers were only able
to reach 60 percent of those identified for interviewing, in lime for
publication in the last issue of the
Echo ," he continued.
Because only those who were the
easies t to reach were interviewed ,
the results are biased in favor of the
type of person who is more often
METHODS

Stu-J proposal ' not te na ble '

by Josh Shapiro
A disagreement between the Colby
administrat ion and certain Stu-J
Another student , sophomore Jane justices over a proposal to modify the
Micol ', said that her car was towed by Judicial Board will top the agenda of
Arbo 's after she left a note on the tonight' s Board of Governors meeting
dashboard informng people that she which will be the last of the year.
. The revision proposal , p resen t ed
was illegally parked because her batmainly
by former Stu-J justice Martin
tery was dead ..
Berger and accepted by governors at
According to Nicol , when she last week 's meeting was termed "not
re t r i eve d her car , she did have to have tenable" by Dean of the College Earl
her car "ju mpcd'Mj eforc leaving the Smith , in a memo he sent to the Stu-A
*'; ':
lot.
;.
Execu tive Board .
Parts of the proposal would allow
According to another member of the
J-Board to impose certain sanctions
the
college community who wished to reeven
if the Dean 's Office recommendmain anon ymous , one st u d en t , a s she
differently, A fine of no more than
ed
saw her car being towed , was asked by
warnin gs, and disciplinary proAr b o's personnel to pay her fine on the $200,
bation
cou ld be imposed by the Jspot. '
Boar d i f they d isa g reed w it h t he Dean 's
When the studen t responded that she recommendation , according to the
did not have the amount for which they proposal.
Yet Berger said Smith's let t er ignores
vvere asking, the tow truck operators
agreed to accept what she had on her the fact that the Appeals Board - only

under the president 's authority - has
final say on decisions. "If the Appeals
Board can . make final decisions then
why can 't the J-Board ? ... I think in
a student judicial system , students
should get the credit , " he said.
According to Smith , the proposal
would not be legal because state law requires that college and university
authority be "vested with the President
and Trustees," who theii delegate daily
matters to a dean. "This au thority cannot be given to a group of students as
would be the case if the amendment
proposed by the Board of Governors
were accepted by the College," Smith
wrote.
*Smith also said it would "not be
wi se" to give students such authority,
because student attitudes over time are
not uniform and largely depend on the
particular cases at hand.
Sei t zin ger ag reed tha t the "p ower t o
punish is not something wc can
delegate to students solely. "

Smith suggested that the Stu-A Executive Board select a delegation to
work with Seitzinger and himself to
comprise a document for recommendation to the Board of Trustees and the
college. These changes, if not made this
spring, would require revisions in the
Student Handbook for 1985-86.
In other business , the Stu-A Executive Board will present awards to
two governors who have, according to
Stu-A President Tom Claytor , "contribute d substantially to Colby student
government through quiet determination and hard work ."
Claytor said the awards could be
g iven t o anyone on th e cam p u s w h o's
big contributions have been felt. Student Activitie s office secretary Trudy
King and Postmistress Ellic Clark have
won these awards in the past.
Sophomore Herrick Wales wi ll b e
named student representative to the
Equal Opportunity Employment
Committee.

Off; the Hill
Bowdoin students rally
Political slogans and company names were scrawled in bright chalk across
the "transquad highway" two weeks ago, as about 40 Bowdoin students gathered
in a demonstration to denounce corporate irresponsibility.
While the demonstration had been intended to discuss various issues, discussion focused on the role of U.S. corporations in South Africa and , more
specifically, Bowdoin 's role in such corporations. The main question raised was
whether Bowdoin should divest itself completely of its holdings or remain in
companies which do business with South Africa.
With a change in investment managers in 1982, Bowdoin lost five of its six
"substantially involved" corporate holdings. The sixth , IBM , remains in Bowdoin 's portfolio today as its largest single asset. In addition , Bowdoin holds large
accounts in several other companies whose holdings in South Africa may not
be substantial by Bowdoin 's criteria , but are substanti al enough that the corporation is benefitting by continuing business there. Coca Cola, with assets of
$60 million , is one example of such an "unsubstantial" investor in'South Africa.
The Bowdoin Orient

Wesleyan protests continue
Hundreds of Wesleyan students and faculty members protested continued investment in South Africa last Wednesday as.part of the Wesleyan celebration
of the National Day of Student Protest. About 300 students attended a noon
rally at the Campus Center and a candleligTit vigil at President Colin Campbell' s house.
Thousands of students at other college and university campuses recently rallied
in an effort to show national solidarity and support for divestment efforts. The
movement to end economic involvement in South Africa has recently gained
nationwide attention as a result of student sit-ins at institutions such as Columbia and the University of California at Berkeley.
The Wesleyan Argus

'House system' considered
Since last fall the Trinity College Trustee Committee on Student Life and the
Board of Fellows have discussed various way s of bringing the college's residential system closer to a "house system. "
After meeting with students, faculty, and the administration , the Trustee Committee on Student Life has recommended that a faculty member be assigned
to each of five residential unions (similar to the existing five residential zones)
as a "senior mentor " and "some quantity of other faculty would be assigned
as junior mentors," according to Vice President Thomas A. Smith .
To the Trustee Committee's recommendation for faculty mentors, the Board
of Fellows has suggested that a residential component be added to the mentor
system. The Board of Fellows has recommended that two graduate or postdoctorate students reside in each union. These residential mentors would teach
one course at Trinity each -semester.
"Students are not getting enough of what they should be getting out of college," Smith said. With a mentor system at Trinity, students could get more
of what they 're supposed to get out of a Trinity education.
The Trinity Tripod

Corrections
Due to an editing error , it was incorrectly stated in last week s Echo
that a $200 fine and/or disciplinary probation would be assigned to those
who were charged with improp er VCR usage.
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Senior week schedule set
The schedules for Senior "Week and
Commencement Weekend have been
set. The Class of '85 will be graduated
at 10 a.m., Sunday, May 26 on the
Miller Library lawns. William F.
Buckley, Jr. will be the commencement
speaker.
Commencement Weekend activities
will begin Friday , May 24 at 5 p.m.
when a special dinner for seniors in
Mary Low Commons.
The Commencement Bali will begin
in Roberts' Union at 8 p.m. Formal at-

tire is requested.
After an 8 a.m. breakfast in Mary
Low and Johnson Commons, baccalaureate services will begin at 10:30
a.m. Saturday in Lorimer Chapel .
President William Cotter will address
the graduating class.
Following the baccalaureate, a picnic lunch will take place on Johnson
Pond. At 5 that evening, President and
Mrs. Cotter will host a reception for
seniors, their families, guests, and
faculty members on the lawn of the

President 's House. •"
A 7 p.m. buffet will be served at the
fieldhouse Saturday. "Cafe Colby"
will be held at 8 p.m.. in Lovejoy
Commons.
Sunday 's commencement services
will be proceeded at 8 a.m. by breakfast
in Mary Low and Lovejoy Commons.
A Catholic Mass will also preceed the
ceremony at 8:40 a.m. in the chapehAfter seniors have been graduated ,
a "Travelers ' Luncheon " will take
place in Mary Low and Lovejoy
Commons.

Commencement ball on May 24
Tickets go on sale tonight for the
Commencement Ball for graduating
seniors and their dates .
The ball will be held on May 24 in
Roberts Union. There will be two
seatings for dinner , at 6:30 p.m. and
at 8:30 p.m. in the Smith-Hurd-Robins
room. Dinner includes wine and a

specified number of drinks.
Entertainment will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Pub, dining halls and outdoor
tent. Music will fee provided by Al
Cory's 14-piece Swing Band, Derwood
and the Apaches, Caroline Altschuler ,
and Dave Binder.
Faculty, Administration , and

families will be welcomed to the entertainment portion of the evening.
Tickets will also cover a continental
breakfast at 3 a.m.
Tickets are $15 and will be sold until May 21. Tickets will be limited.
For more information , contact Imogen Mintzer , Beth Towle, or Kim
Alexander.

Commons may get more money
A memo sent by Dean of Students
Janice Seitzinger to Administrative
Vice President Stan Nicholson called
for a reallocation of money — about
$6,000 to $8 ,000 — from the allcollege lecture fund into cultural life.
The proposed 1985-86 $42,000
commons budget is down $13 ,000
from last year. "Needless to say the
students are unhappy about having to

cut the commons once again ," Seitzinger said in the memo, which was
distributed to all commons presidents
and Stu-A officials.
According to Seitzinger , newlyelected Cultural Life Chair Jill
Myerow has already begun working
closely with the faculty, by involving
them in a planning committee. "I'm
hoping we can capitalize on that stu-

dent expertise by giving them the
needed funds from the all-college lecture funds to make certain that our
monies are being spent in the most efficient and effective manner ," she
said.
Dean of Faculty Doug A r chibald
will review the proposal , formed
mainly by outgoing Finance Chair
Bruce Hickey . Archibald will decide
whether or not it is a viable proposal.

Colbert. Scannell to edit Ech o
Kathleen Colbert and David Scannell were named Tuesday by the Echo
Board of Directors to serve as CoEditor-in-Chiiefs for the '85-'86
academic year.
Colbert , a junior , was Editor-inChief for a semester in 1984. Previously, she served, as Features Edit or.

Scannell, a freshman , has been News
Editor this semester and was formerly
the Editor of his high school
newspaper.
"Lisa Birnbach said about Colby
'no one knows the names of the
newspaper 's editors , but everyone
cares thai it comes out. ' Next year

everyone will know our names, th ey
said.
"...But the paper won 't come out , "
Scannell stated .
Other editors for next year 's paper
will be finalized during the next week ,
by the two new editors.
"We 're takin g over , " Colbert said.

by Karen Buckley
Tom Blair and David Bullock are
two of Colby 's entrepreneurs who are
very serious a.bout their business. They
are in the process of setting up Glacier
Skiwear Company, Inc. which they feel
is "the ultimate line " in skiwear.
Blair ,' who used to work in ski shops
as well as race, got the idea because he
could not find what he considers "a
fashionable , functional jacket at a
good price. "
Over Jan Plan , Blair did a market
study in New York of the skiwear industry as a whole. He started making
jacket designs , and decided to pursue
his idea further.
Blair plans to use only the best
materials in his jacket , including
highloft gooscdown filling combined
with 100 percent waterproof Gor-Tcx
outershell. He cites the benefits of such
materials as being breathable and
windproof.

Blair has also included a number of
functional aspects in his dream jacket ,
such as a powder cuff , sunglass pocket ,
and v-cuff .
After he had made his basic designs ,
Blair began to look for someone who
would make and finance a prototype
of his jacket. He met with success in
the fiber department of Allied Corporation. By using a new material produced by Allied called caprolan in their
j acket, Blair and Bullock have opened up a number of new avenues.
They will be showing their prototype
in a fashion show in New York "AoVMay
22nd. "We hope to gain exposure at
this show. There will be a lot of fashion
eidtors from magazines like "Ski" and
"Powder " there , " said Blair.
Blair decided he needed someone
who believed in the company 's future ,
and thus asked Bullock to join him as
vice presidnet. The two will be working on selling the j acket to ski shops

in New England this summer which
they will use as their test market. •
Right now , the two are in the process of raising some necessary capital
from private investors through convertible debt or equity financing. They
also have the support of Allied Corp.
"They (Allied) are giving us financial support as a start up company in
a tough industry, as well as endorsing
ads. It 's a real boost having the third
largest corporation inisales back us
up," said Blair.
"What we're trying to do is merge
three previously segregated markets:
fashionability, functionability, and a
lowprice," said Bullock. He noted that
a low price is possible bacause of no
overhead, as they arc contracting the
jacket design to a larger firm in New
York.
Both Blair , a junior , and Bullock , a
sophomore , admit that if their jacket
i s a success, (which they adamantly
believe), the business and school may
conflict.
"Wc will have to deal with it when
the time comes. We don 't plan on
sacri ficing our educations , but will protect our investors ' in t erest s, " said

Blair , Bullock in the business
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Health beat

Routine warm-up will prevent muscle injury

by Stephen Romanella
With _the arrival of warm weather ,
a variety of outdoor sporting events
will cause many of us to exercise
muscles that have been little used during the winter months. As a result , We
will subject our bodies to a multitude
of bumps, bruises, sprains and strains.
Preventive measures are the best insura nce against bodily insults. These
are simple to do but require some advance planning.
First and Foremost , proper cardiovascular (aerobic) fitness should be
attained prior to competing. Adequate
conditioning of sport-specific muscle
groups is also crucial. Different sports
use different muscle groups preferentially and there is little crossover from
one sport to another. This means that
being "in shape " for one sport does
not rnean you are properly conditioned for another.
Secondly, a pre-exercise routine of
warm up and thorough stretching
should be followed. Light activity, i.e.
j oggi n g, calesthenics , followed by stretching, is ideal . Gradually increasing
your intensity of effort will complete
an adequate warm-up.
In the event injury does occur (and
your risks increase if you ignore the
above advice), you can help yourself
to rapid recovery by following the principles discussed below.
Pain is the warning signal we
perceive when injured ; When this occurs suddenly, stop play and head to
the sidelines. After a period of rest , if
you can perform all motions the sport
requires without causing pain in the injured area, it is probably safe to resume
activity. The return of pain should stop
you from competing further. If pain
persists after a rest period do not return
to play .
The development of gradual pain
during or after exercise is a.common
experience. This is the result of

''overuse"—injuries caused by stressing a muscle, joint , tendon or ligament
beyond its' capabilities. Once agai n ,
the importance of conditioning and
stretching prior to sporting activities
cannot be stressed enough. If you are
not properly conditioned these are the
inj uries that are certain to plague you.
Treatment should be started as soon
as possible after inj ury so that swelling, inflammation and pain can be controlled. Follpwing the RICE princip les
will help promote early, rapid
recovery. The components of RICE
are:

comfort.

2. Ice should be applied directly to the
inj ured area for 20-30 minutes out of
each hour immediately after injury and
for the next 24 hours except at night
while sleeping. Thereafter , ice should
be used as described above as often as
possible for the next day or two. Do
not use towels or clothing between the
ice and skin. Frostbite is rarely a problem unless "instant cold" chemical
type packs are used. Regular cubed or
crushed ice is "best and safest. The most
difficult part of icing occurs after
about 2 minutes of skin contact.
Discomfort and burning occur , but if
1. Rest. The injured area must be put you persevere for another minute or
at rest so that further motion does not two the area will become anesthetized.
cause more damage, swelling and pain. Deep tissue cooling can then be achievA sling or crutches might even be ed. Current thinking in sports medicine
necessary. Motion is allowed as pain is to avoid heat application as initial
decreases and only within the limits of treatment for injuries. Even after the

first 72 hours, ice application is preferred for many sports injuries.

Stephen Romanella is the Physician 's
assistant (PA -C) at the Garr isonFoster Heath Center.

3. Compression. If available, an elastic
wrap should be applied to the injured
area using gentle compression while
wrapping. Do not make it so tight that
circulation is restricted. The wrap
should be used between ice treatments
and at n ight during sleep.

Towmg

4. Elevation. The injured area must be
raised ahove the level of the heart.
Anything less will not help control
swelling. Elevation should be continuous for the first 24-48 hours. After
th a t , keeping the injured area elevated
whenever possible will help decrease
pain and intermittent swelling.
By accepting the fact that you are injured and instituting the RICE principles as soon as possible , you can effectively improve your chances for a

Activities office keeps busy
by Lisa Rat like
Jim Peacock , director , Mi chelle
Wood , assistant director , and Trudy
King, secretary, make up the Student
Act ivities Office. Everyone has probably heard of Jim Peacock or walked by the student activities office when
getting their mail , but many people are
probably unfamiliar with what they
do.
Operationally, the staff is r esp on sible for running Robert 's Desk. They
hope to transform it into much more
of an informational center. They also
manage the rooms in Roberts. On
T h u rsday, Friday, and Saturday
nights , a manager is present in case of
emergency. Also, the Student Activities
office helps students coordinate clubs
and maintain the clubs ' files.
Peacock also takes care of a variety
of other activities. He advises the student government , the soci a l life com-

mittee , and the cultural life committee.
Peacock schedules numerous campus
activites ," writes up the Campus
Calender , reserves rooms in Roberts ,
runs COOT, and is organizing commencement this year. Peacock spends
a portion of time as chairperson of the
Student 's Center Policy Board.

Originally, Peacock faced the issues
concerning the new student center
hi mself. However , he felt a need for
a wider range of input in order to make
the new student center run well for the
whole Colby Community. As a result ,
h e cr eated a p olicy boa r d of 12
members . The board looks at issues
such as how the rooms will be .used efficiently. Of the many rooms there are
the computer rooms , the off-campus
lounge, the kitchen and the club room.
Currently, the Board is pondering the
phil osophy of the building: what

smooth recovery and minimize the time
missed from sporting activities.

should the union be?
"It is purposely designed for
students . How do we make sure that
they get first crack at it?" says
Peacock . Peacock is concerned with
the students ' priority for the use of the
b u ildi n g ove r the r est of the Co lby
community.
If you have any suggestions for , or

p r obl em s with , the new Student

Center , the Student Center Policy
Board would appreciate input. You
may contact these Board members: the
4 commons representatives; Holly
James, Mark Viden , Larry Radican ,
Stu-A representative Cory Humphreys ,
off-campus representativ e Grace
Brown-Asgard . Other people to contact are George Padula and Scott
Perry, faculty member Michael
Marlais , and director of publications
Bonnie Bishop.

Continued from page 1
Security, said , "It 's their business. Colby does n 't really have anything to do
with it. We really donit have any cont rol over Arbo 's. "
He did mention that Arbo 's is not
supposed to ' tow cars without the
presence ' of Safety and Security.
"Security officers are always there ,"
said Chenevert , unless they are called
away on an "emergency. "
He also mentioned that his office
tries to "get in touch" with st udents
whose cars are being towed. "I f the
cars have stickers , we call them...we
even try to get them out of class
sometimes. " he said.
When asked whether he has noticed
an increase in the number of complaints about towing this year ,
Chenevert said , "Whe n ever y ou t ow
v ehic l es , they 're going to complain. "
He did acknowledge , however , that
complaints about towing are up this
year , beca us e "we 've towed more this
year ."
He also stated that "(Arbo 's) is
human. They screw up once in a
whil e."
Filially, h e said that he is "always
considering different aspects " of the
parking and towing problem at Colby.
He said he would like to see a system
devised that would provide space on
campus where towed cars could be
placed . That way, students would not
have to go out of their ways to retrieve
th eir towed cars. Chenevert said.
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Opinion
Editorials

A silver lining
There 's a Colb y j unior who often spends afternoons in a

clown suit entertaining young children and the elderly if nothing
more than to make people smile.

There 's another student who has for the second year in a

row organized a campaign for charity, singlehandedly raising
$1000—some of which will be sent to Africa.

Aid to Africa was also sent by Stu-A with popular campus

su p port , largely due to the efforts of one commons governor.

A group of about half a dozen students schedule themselves
around the clock to respond to health emergencies on campus.
They call the group SPECS (Student Primary and Emergency
Care System), and .receive no monetary or academic compensation for their efforts.
A couple of months ago there was a pizza dinner in the
Heights to raise money for the Big Brother/Big Sister Organization to which many Colby students belong. They give some
of their time to local children who are less fortunate than they .
There are many more such groups and individuals around
cam pus who make "unofficial" contributions, which combined
make Colby what it is.
So much of the time people around campus are negative.
After all , it is easier to criticize than to praise, esp ecially in
weekly editorials . It's time to even the score .
This week's Echo Survey , in fact , showed that no general
dissatisfaction exists among students. Colby students are
hopeful and in general content with their experiences at Colby.

And at this , the end of a transitional year at Colby, it 's im-

portant to remember that much of what is up for criticism—
roomdraw , student government, Stu-J , evaluation forms, et
al.—is really rather insignificant when compared to the above
contributions and what they represent.
What these examples represent is a positive and enthusiastic
outlook on life which is surely more common at Colby than
of ten believed .

Seriously...
" If this week's issue seems rather serious compared to the
traditional end-of-the-semester Muckraker , you 're right. It 's
not that the dozen or so Echo editors have no sense of humor ,
because they do. It 's just end-of-the-year academic work seems
unusually severe this semester leaving little time for satirizing.
So , with perhaps the exception of the article about the new
editors , this issue is business as usual. And , it 's with great enthusiasm that we pass the pen to Kathy and Dave who will
perhaps find it in them to bring back the Muckraker.

Wp ioliig £c(pr
The Colby Echo, founded in 1877 , is
published weekly on Thursdays except during vacations and exam periods , by the
students of Colby College. The views expressed arc not necessarily those of the student body , faculty or ad ministration , nor
arc views expressed (n letters or commontaries necessarily those of the Echo.
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Letters to the Editor
Rationale is
simplistic
To the Editor:
"Did you ever hear of ethics and
morals"? Innocent non-combatants?
No , you 're right , American might
makes right. It is our God given duty
to get involved with other countries'
business and send them military arms
so they can murder each other. You 're
right , God condones bigger men stepping on little men- David and Goliath.
What the heck , why don 't you and
Ronnie lead a fu 11 scale invasion into
Nicaragua so we can re-establish the
fight to rid the world of the Red
Threat. After all , Reagan said a few
weeks ago that we didn 't lose the Vietnam War. Let 's start again and clear
the slate to 8-0!
Love to see you in Nicaragua ,
Paul Doyle '85
P.S. "Your Reaganized "rationale
makes the world seem so simp le!

Analyzing
the 'whys'

To the Editors:
After three years in the conservative
cornbelt , I have some observations to
share with our ever increasingly
Republican Student Body. Though it
is a waste of energy to hate , there are
several things at Colby I genuinely do
hate.
* .
Why does every blond haired girl
at Colby have the same bob-tailed
haircut? Bob-tails went out in the fifties . I want to see some Mohawks.
Why is there such an enormous studen t governmen t w h en everyone goes
home on weekends anyway. I enjoy
the company of my commons buddies. Maybe if we were all governors ,
there would be someone around to
talk with. I could be the Gov. of
Burns Commons , and maybe even put
it on my resume. Isn 't that what it' s
all about?
Why do some people ask
psychophantic hypothetical questions? We satisfy pscudo- Intellectual
needs I suppose. It 's always strange
to hear some aspiring Brown-nose ask
i rre levan t q ues ti ons on ma t eria l he
will only memorize and spit back in
t he t eacher 's face.
Why docs it cost me four dollars to
bounce a check at the pub? The bank

already fi nes me $12.50. I v e cashed
checks and gotten a few bad ones —
—the bank never charges me an extra four dollars.
Why does the administration refuse
to tenure good teachers? Is it because
we have to pay interest on debts for
the new student center? Full professors are expensive. I've really
grown to love these two semester
turkeys legitimate professors are
replaced with.
Why are student referendums totally ignored? It must be because the
powers-that-be realize that we follow
their dictates like cattle to water , or
freshman to the ice cream machine.
We must be extremely myopic in our
views since we can 't see the greater
good we are being directed toward.
Why can 't I have a keg on Wednesday night? Is it because people will
puke in the sink and make the maids
cry? Or is it part of the six year Ivy
League assault Colby has been
making.
Why do students sell their first born
for an A? Will the grade be branded
on our hide? You can lead a Colby
student to memorize, but you can't
make him think.
Why isn t there a noisy dorm?
There are quiet dorms. Is this
celebrating diversity? Why must I
shut down the tunes at 11:01? I'm
noisy and I sleep late. There must be
20 or 30 other noisy people around
here.
I could probably go on forever , but
I know we've all got some memorizing to do for finals. I'm sure this letter will be well received , but timing
is everything. See you next year!
Respect fully submited ,
Andrew Burns. '86

WMHB lacks
qualit y , etc.
To the editor:
I am writing to you to give a complaint that I feel is representative of
much of the campus. It concerns the
quality of WMHB.
It seems that they need more money
to fix their equipment and get some
better records. Even so, I question if
this would happen even if they were
given the money. Aren 't they supposed to be a radio station mainly for
Colby students? WMHB seems to be
reluctant to ,play music that students
will listen to.
They arc given students ' mone y ,
shouldn 't they play ' wlmt - students

want to hear? After all, who listens
to WMHB when it isn't broken
down? I fear it is only the friends of
the DJ. at the time . The D.J. gets lots
of inappropriate requests from
his/her friends. I think most people
would rather hear half decent music.
Going on to other unprofessional
aspects is where I believe WMHB has
broken the law. I know a student who
won an album during a broadcast ,
and it was even announced over the
station that the student had won. But ,
did the student ever get the album?
The answer is no. WMHB won't even
give the student a different album.or
T-shirt. That doesn't seem very professional to me. Even if it wasn 't their
fault , they should be responsible. It 's
not right to promise something and
then go back on the word.
Finally WMHB lacks publicity.
Who knows what type of music is
played when? Who knows when thety go on the air and when they go off?
What special programs are they doing? WMHB is getting so bad , who
even cares anymore? A good radio
station could be a great asset to a
small college like Colby. Come on
WMHB ,' get your act together!
Michael Ashley '87

Commentary
inaccurate
To the Editor:
George Orwell would indeed be
smiling had he read Bob MacDonald's article "God-given duty to
help the Contras " in last week 's
Echo. M r , MacDonald simply
reiterated the same half truths and
misconceptions that , unfortunately,
are part of the Reagan Administration 's foreign policy, or lack thereof.
Mr. MacDonald then proceeds to
espouse a simplistic military solution
to a grave and delicate problem , that
of containing the spread of communi sm in our hemisphere.
Nicaragua is undoubtedly a problem , being an unstable Marxist
regime in Central America . There are
Cuban military advisors present ,
num bering somewhere between 800
and 10,000, depending on who you
ask. There has also been a rather impressive military buildup since, t h e
over throw »«f the Somozas. There are
now 62 ,000 troops in Nicaragua ,
20,000 mor« ,thah the nearest compctiLETTERS' v . ; . W
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Th e b est

things
don 't ch ange

by John Collins
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Leslie Robinson
Walnut burgers. When I'm asked
what 's changed at Colby since I was a
freshman (a question that makes me
feel as sprightly as Grandma Moses),
that 's my answer. Every now and then
Foss serves walnut burgers , although
when drowned in salad dressing they're
not so bad.
But invariably, when answering that
question , I rush to point out that the
food has improved here at Colby. In
every dining hall. No foolin '.
How else have things changed? Or
not changed? Sticking to food , let me
say that upon returning to Waterville
after a year 's absence and discovering
that Isaac's Deli stood empty, I was
thinking: transfer. Rescued only by the
enlarged number of delivering delis,
none of which can match Isaac's gooey
slice for gooey slice, I will graduate.
That new Chinese place out by Thomas
College has also contributed to my
gastronomic well-being. And praise the
Lord for the old faithfuls , like You
Know Whose and Dairy Cone.
It was entirely a relief to return to
school and know that once again I'd
hear the patter of work boots and the
peal of jackhammers from my window. Two years ago the library construction seemed to take place in my
room in the Quad; and the student
center construction likewise seems to
have my name written on it.
But this year Colby has outdone
itself. As a parting gift , the EPA is
overseeing the removal of a leaking oil
tank... right underneath my window...
every morning... at 8:00. The pool of
oil now lying tantalizingly at the bottom of the crater speaks to me at night:
"Leslie, you 're unemployed. Jump!"
I can 't help wondering if the wholesale
move from downtown decades ago
permanently imbued Colby with a
spirit of uprootedness.
One thing that hasn 't changed is the
college's penchant for throwing good
money after bad. The smarting of the
cost overruns on the newest dorms had
diminished to a dull ache, when along
came the $10,000 playpen . I guess the
purpose of the latter is to keep library
socializing downstairs. That notion
conjures up memories of The Pit ,
which only seniors will remember. The
cavernous botto m level of the library,
it was filled with long tables, which in
turn were filled with books and
students . Only nobody worked; the axiom was , "I don 't feel like working,
I'm going to The Pit. " These days, that
rule applies to the libra ry 's first floor.
Another thing that hasn 't changed
is the academic load. This is what I
wanted altered , but another constant
over the years has been my lack of control over the administration. Anyway,
I've heard rumblings lately—there 's
talk both of reducing the course load ,
and of adding minors. I'll regret missing both.
In many ways the changes at Colby
have mirrored those in the outside
world. Students' disinterest in politics,
¦and/or their leaning to the right are
much in evidence here. Three years ago
ii talk/debate by an EI Salvadoran
rebel and a U.S. government official
packed Lovejoy 100; this year a talk
by American experts and Central
America n representatives of rebel
forces attracted about twelve students.
, In th i s y ear a lone we 've been treated
to the Colby Cross/ ire, a ridiculously
inept attempt at reactionary journalism; G. Gordon Liddy, a reactionary who is just plain ridiculous
(though Colby students loved his bold ,
kick-ass-and-apologize-to-no-one attitude); and in a few weeks the dean
of the pretentious stuffed shirts , he of
the ego wider than the Kennebec ,
Wi lliam F, Buckley, will descend from
the heavens to utter a few pearls and
grab an honorary degree .
Bu t t here 's one national trend ColItOBINSON
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More Letters to the Editor
Continued From page 4
tio n , El Salvador.
Human Rights violations also occur , as is common in most totalitarian
regimes such as Chile and the Philippines. These violations range from the
fo rced relocation of the Mesquito Indians to the suppression of religion .
The Sandinistas support Soviet action
in the United Nations and many
Nicaraguans are extremely dissatisfied
with their government.
Yet one must not ignore the facts
that are just as valid as the discouraging ones listed above. Last week 10O
Cubans flew back to Cuba from
Nicaragua. Nicaraguan leader Daniel
Onega claims this is but the first step
to the elimination of all Cuban advisors from his country , an indication
that exporting revolution may not be
on his list of priorities anymore.
Though Nicaraguan forces are
large, the three surrounding nations
of El Salvador , Guatemala and Honduras have combined forces large
enough to take on two Nicaraguas.
This trio has twice as many troops ,
71 more combat helicopters and 82
more of those precious combat aircraft ; (Nicaragua only has 14 planes.)
A move against any one of these nations would almost certainly incite the
wrath of others , not to mention that
of the United States .
As for human rights violations, the
number and degree of the incidents
are subject to wide debate. Some say
the Mesquito Indians were moved to
deprive the Contras of fresh recruits.
Mr , Ortego maintains that they were
moved out of a dangerous battleground. The Sandinistas support
Soviet action in the U.N. just like
NATO supports U.S. action. The
disasterous economic problems that
have plagued Nicaragua forever have
only been made worse by the war, and
the Reagan Administratio n 's new
economic sanctions could cripple the
country; this obviously has a great
deal to do with the dissatisfaction of
the Nicaraguan people.
Compounding the ambiguity of this
situation is the questionable reputation of the Contras. President Reagan
has called them "freedom fighters ,"
comparing them to our Founding
Fathers . Others believe that the Contras , at best, are no better than their
enemies. There have been reports of
Contra atrocities equally as bad as
those committed by the Sandinistas.

will be back in full force should the
Despite these immense shades of
grey, Ronald Reagan and you , Mr.
United States attempt any direct
military intervention. And the Soviet
MacDonald , treat the situation as if
it were black and white , perhaps
Union , once it 's got its foot in the
door of the American continent ,
because that 's all you see. Predictably, your limited perception is
won 't let it go easily.
Clearly the solution is not military .
followed by a limited reponse . One
Neither is the solution economic sancnoted Senator has compared the Adtions: the U.S. is not the only bank
ministration 's policy towards
in town. As for your suggestion to
Nicaragua as "a stick without the carsever diplomatic relations , Mr. Macrot ,"" meaning that we can beat at the
Sandinistas until the cows come home
Donald , even President Reagan hasn 't
been that foolish: any chance of a
but with no incentive there will be no
diplomatic solution to this problem
progress.
Foreign
Minister
would become impossible.
Brockmann sums it up neatly : "You
The U.S. must add a carrot to the
drop dead or I will kill you. "
stick . A clear and rational approach
A golden example of the Admust be taken , starting with President
ministration 's "drop dead or I will kill
Reagan dropping his insistence not to
you " po'icy took place on the day of
negotiate with the Sandinistas. The
the Senate vote for the $14 million in
aid to the Contras. Mass. Senator
President , adding to his already vast
John Kerry, fresh off the plane from
NewSpeak vocabulary, has said "A
vote against the aid (to the Contras)
Managua , delivered a proposal from
is a vote against peace. " Apparently
Mr. Ortego calling for an immediate
he can not grasp the sophistication of
cease-fire and negotiations with the
this problem. What a shame that the
U.S. Almost before the words were
lessons that cost the lives of 52,000
out of his mouth the Reagan Adyoung Americans in Viet Nam have
ministration had labled it propaganbeen forgotten so soon. A God-given
da, not to be taken seriously. This
right you say, Mr. MacDonald?
cavalier approach to what may well
Orwell would be so proud.
have been a serious plea for peace
Sincerely,
was, as Senator Kerry later called it ,
Baerg,
'88
Bill
"immature. "
The Nicaraguan response to the irrational U.S. behavior has thus far
been predictable. Facing ho stility
abroad and economic chaos at home,
Mr. Ortega increasingly has to look
to the Soviet Union for help. The tour
Mr. Ortega took of Soviet-bloc counTo the Editor:
tries just two days after Congress nixDear Mr. MacDonald ,
ed on additional aid to the Contras
!read with great interest your colhas been touted as an "1 told you so"
umn
entitled , "God-given duty to
by President Reagan; actually, Mr,
" in last week's Echo.
help
Contras
Ortega had no choice. The $300
You
argued
logically
and convincingly
million dollars in economic aid Mr.
that
theSandinista
Front
for National
Ortega received from the Soviet
a true
being
Liberation
is
far
from
Union may be the only thing between
democracy.
You
also
argued
(much
survival and crying uncle. Far from
less convincingly) that the Sandinistas
scaring the Sandinistas away from the
pose a serious threat , "ultimately, "
clutches of the Soviet Union , Presito the security of the United States .
dent Reagan is driving them into it,
Bu t m y concern w ith y our ar t icl e
Unfortunately, this has not been
does
not lie with these points. I am ,
made apparent to the President. Not
, disturbed with your statehowever
satisfied with disastrous policy only
%ment
that
the United States has a
in the midcast, he is planning to rein
this
world as the protector of
"role
quest more aid for the Contras in Octhe
free
nnd
democratic ," a role
tober. This time he may get It, House
which
has
been
inevitably defined
Speaker Tip O'Neill has said, "I don 't
through
the
attempts
to overthrow
believe the President of the U.S. will
overnmen
t
s
in
or
d
er
t o i ns t a ll
g
be happy until (our) troops arc in
democracies.
The
lesson
of
the Vietthere." Fidel Castro has said in no
nam
War
has
taught
us,
thou
gh , that
uncertain terms that Cuban troops

the idea of the U.S. as a global police
defending
universal
force ,
righteousness is highly idealistic and
extrememly costly. And now only ten
years after Vietnam , this policy is
blindly accepted without questioning
as necessary. In the current tide of
restriction government assistance for
nearly every class of needy
Americans, and with an immense and
ever-increasing budget deficit , how
much aid can we afford to foreign
revolutionaries?
I f we continue to support the Contras and their attempt at overthrow ing the Sandinistas , who is to
guarantee that they will not become
something other than a pure
democracy?
The Sadinistas gained support during the Carter Administration as a
revolutionary force pledged to
dem ocracy , only to establish a
totalitarian state. More importantly ,
how can we justify such an expenditure while we force millions of
Americans to accept a drastic decrease
in living standards? Mr. MacDonald ,
you argue that we have a "god-given
duty " to protect the rights of citizens
around the world. I say let 's gain true
rights for every citizen in America
first.
Sincerely,
Bill Derry '88

America must
help its own Be aware of
child abuse
To the Colby Community,

Through the works of a group project for AM 274 we have recently been
exposed to the community service
works of Scott Paper. This company
has donated over one million dollars
to the Kennebec Valley Mental Health
Center for a Children 's Sexual Abuse
Prev ention Program throughout the
state of Maine. This program has
three goals:
1,) providing education in the area
of p reven t ion , early detection and
reporting
2.) alerting people to available mental health services for the victJm ,
fami ly and offender
3.) linking the legal and mental
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Letters
Continued from page 5
health sys'tems to respond to child sexual abuse.
Most of the effort from this program has been placed in the
classrooms, educating and informing
students in grades K-8. This is the portion we have tried to help with. We
have been going to classes with instructors from the Health Center informing children about sexual abuse
through diagrams , coloring books
and hypothetical stories.

there are any Colby students who do
have interaction with Waterville
youth—such as Big Brother/Big
Sister, CCD or other teaching interns
and you do encounter a child who
may be a sexual abuse victim, please
let us know. Furthermore, any
students who do wish to educate their
downtown classes about the present
Kennebec Valley epidemic please contact us or the State of Maine, Department of Human Services, Child Protective Division, 1-800-452-1999.

The reason we are writing this letter is because we have encountered
many children in the Waterville area
who have been sexually abused . If

Thank-you,
Kim Ryan
Kathi Harnett

Relax , str oll
and scream
To the Editor:
OK. Show of hands: how many of
you are a little on edge? Not surprising with finals, presentations and
papers coming down all at the same
time. It always happens this time of
year , you do things you regret later
because of the pressure. Like breaking up with your boyfriend/girlfrien d
or punching-out that freshman
. because she got in your way when you
were trying to get some Captain

Survey
Continued from page 1
Commons. Sixty-six percent of
students were either satisfied or very
satisfied with social life while only 33
percent were dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied. In Lovejoy Commons 79
percent were satisfied with social life
as opposed to Johnson Commons in
which the worst social life was reported
with only a 40 percent satisfaction rate.
Student Judicial Board
Students gave a strong endorsement
to the value of Stu-J and the need for
student input in disciplinary decisions.
Stu-J was called valuable by 81 percent
of the students and 85 percent said StuJ should have more input or the same
amount of input as they have now , in
disciplinary decisions.
As to the severity of Stu-J sanctions,
26 percent said sanctions should be
more strict , 42 percent said they should
be less strict , and 32 percent had no
opinion. Women showed themselves to
favor stricter measures with only 35

percent wanting more leniency while 40 more likely to favor lighter course
percent of the men wanted more loads than men by a difference of 7
percent.
leniency.
Course Load
Students made their stand on the
number of credits needed for graduation very clear: 55 percent said the
course loads of students and faculty :
should be reduced , 34 percent said it
should be the same as now , and 9 percent had no opinion. Women were

Methods

Continued from page I
in his or her room , according to
Fay.
Once collected , the dat a wa s
entered into the Colby computer
system on the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
SPSS was used to cross-tabulate the
responses from different questions.
"Because we did not have a large

Finally, students were generally very
positive about Colby as an institution.
Forty-five percent said they would
highly recommend Colby to a friend
in high school, 47 percent said they
would recommend it with some reservations, and only 7 percent said they
would not recommend Colby to others.

enough number of respondants, we
only analyzed the responses which
would give the most statistically
reliable results, " Fay said.
"The survey results may not be
as accurate as we had hoped , but
we 're still convinced they are useful
since most of the findings were
dramatic enough to allow for some
imperfections ," he concluded.

Crunch that morning before your
econ exam. "Well so what ," you say,
"these things happen. "
Maybe so, but it 's not unavoidable.
If there were some way to release that
excess pressure quickly and with a
minimum of damage... If running,
muckling and marathon ping-pong
matches all take too long, you left all
your firearms at home, and you can 't
afford enough Bolivian Marching
Powder to get you through finals ,
wh a t 's left? Well, there 's always
screaming.
I don 't mean your usual anguished cries and tormented sighing. I' m
talking about PRIMAL SCREAMS,
gut sucking, convulsing, fingernails-

Robinson

Continued from page 5
by did buck: getting rid of the frats
wasn't an "in" thing to do. When I
was a freshman the notion that they
might go crossed nary a mind. Clearly
that was the problem—nobody, least
of all the brothers, believed the administration would take such a drastic
step. Now that it has , the benefits are
becoming clear. This campus is slowly opening up. Though many frats continue to play their clandestine games,
they d on't own the campus anymore.
And as time goes on , and their redundancy becomes even more apparent ,
they will take their rightful place in the
pages of Colby history, and nowhere
else.
Making Colby what it is for me are
those tangibles that can 7 change. The
chipmunk will reappear every spring,
right along with the golf clubs. The
best place to sit/lie/go into a coma will
always be in front of the library or by
the pond. There will be a snowstorm

clawing-the-turf screams. Really, this
can be very relaxing 'rbut if it 's not
done in an organi£ed;fashion it can
lead to inconvenient 'things, like involuntary hospital stays. What 1 propose is this; every night during finals
drop whatever you 're doing at the
st rok e of tw elve, calmly wander down
the stairs and out of the dorm , find
a nice patch of lawn and let 'er rip.
Empty your lungs screaming like
you 've been pushed out of a plane at
15,000 feet without a parachute. Roll
around on the grass and scream until
you can 't scream anymore. Bring
your friends , act out and have fun.
See you on the lawn ,'
Rob Cummings '86

a few days after Spring Break. And
even if the blue light doesn 't go on
some night , the four disagreeing clock
faces will assure you that you are standing in the middle of Colby College.

Skiwear
Continued from page 2
Bullock. "This is no school project.
It's a serious matter. "
According to Bullock , the j acket has
"incredible potential. " Because of no
overhead and a low price, they see a
potential of taking 12-15'percent of the
market in the first two years.
"We are really confident that the
j acket will be accepted , " said Blair.
"'This is the skier's jacket made by
skiers for skiers. We believe we are the
new generation of skiwear for the
'80's."
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Women
head to
Tufts

Men
den ied
berth

By Paul Mooney
There was some jockeying for the
final berths in the ECAC tournament
by the lacrosse schools in New
England this week , and , as seems to
be the trend in the 1984-85 athletic
year, Colby was left out in the cold.
With the Mules' 11 -9 loss to New
England College on Saturday, it
seemed that all playoff hopes were
gone. But the NCAA surprised many
by inviting top-ranked Springfield to
the national tournament , thus leaving
the ECAC's fourth seed vacant. With
fourth-ranked Bowdoin out of the
picture because of exams, it seem ed
logical that number six Colby, with
its 7-2 record and CBB title; should
step in as the fourth tournament
team. Right?
Wrong. Enter . Trinity, with victories over Amherst and Tufts and ,
more importantly, the respect that
comes with being one of New
England's "traditional powers." This
formula , along with a 9-3 record , is
obviously the real thing as far as the
four athletic directors on the ECAC
selection committee are concerned.
Colby coach Bob Ewell was a little
surprised by the decision. "Apparently the people on the committee based
their decision heavily on coaches '
poll , which had Trinity ranked ahead
of us this week. They said our chance
(to make the tourn ament) was the
New England game, and when we lost
th at , it was over ."
The fact the Trinity defeated Tuft s,
Colby 's only other loss of the season,
apparently outweighed their loss to
Bowdoin , the Mules ' first victim of
the year, Then there was (he prestige
factor.
, "It 's frustrating that the more
traditional lacrosse schools get more

Mules
take
NIAC

by Dcclc Galvin
Carol Simon pitched her fourth
shutout of the season and brought her
personal record to 13-0 last weekend
ns she lend Colby to victory in the
NIAC tournament. In the four-team
tournament , Colby beat Bates in the
first game by a score of 2-0, and in
ihc final game won the championship
with a 3-0 vidtory over Smith,
In the game against Bates, Colby
look advantage of walks and errors
in the fift h inning to come through
with the win. Beth Staples started off
the inning by drawing a walk , then
moved to second on a sacrifice. Kris
Johnson followed with a walk, and
Ellen Meigs got on base by reaching
nn error by the third baseman on an
attempted sacrifice bunt. With the
bases loaded , Julie Karas bunted in
n "suicid e sq ueeze" sit uat ion to score
(he fi rst run. The second run was
scored when Elena Stnmoulis grounded to first and brought in Kris
Johnson.
The Champ ionship game was tied

Colby has never had a player
selected to the All-New England team ,
but with this year 's visibility in the
polls and the near-playoff berth , the
Mules could finally be recognized.
Teams are selected for each of four
leagues in Division III in New
England , and theSnively Division includes all NESCAC schools. Wilmerding, Burke , and Dave Resnicoff are
all likely candidates for league
honors.
"We have been disappointed in the
past ," said Ewell. "Last year Gus
Wilmerding was the sixth-leading
scorer in the nation and first in New
England , but he was overlooked. This
year , though , I think we've earned
enough , respect thai a few people
should make it. "

by Paul Mooney
By women 's lacrosse coach Debbie
Pluck' s admission , a win over CBB
rival Bates yesterday would have been
nice. But with the ECAC playoff picture already determined , nobody is
fretting over Colby 's 8-6 loss at the
hands of the Bobcats.
Both teams will participate in this
weekend's tournament at Tufts. Colby, seeded third by virtue of their victory over Bates earlier in the season ,
will face number-two seed Plymouth
State Friday in the opening round ,
while the fourth seeded Bobcats will
meet the nation 's third-ranked team
in Division III , Tu fts.
Colby has not been to the playoffs
since 1980, when the Mules finished
second in the old New England
Championship tournament. Under
the ne w ECAC format , now in its second year of existence , only teams
with winning records can be considered for berths , and according to
Pluck , this rule has given Colby an excellent opportunity.
"This is great for us ," she said.
"We 're a young team , and this is a
chance for us to get some playoff experience early. We 're fortunate ,
because there were a lot of very good
teams in New England who couldn 't
be considered because they had losing records , but we're ha ppy t o be
in. "
Friday 's four o'clock matchup with
Plymouth State promises to be good.
Plymouth enters the game with a 5-4
record after a tough schedule that included Djivision I opponents. The
keys for Colby, says Pluck , will be
poise and defense.
"We have a good chance against
Plymouth ," she said. "They 're a very
Page 9
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by Bob Aube
Colby got strong pitching performances from Denis Foley and Norm
Hugo , and the offense slugged five
homeruns to carry the Mules to a 9-5,
6-4 doubleheader sweep of Wesleyan
last Saturday.
The Cardinals , one of the better
Division III teams in New Eng land ,
began the day with a 10-4 record and
aspirations for an ECAC playoff
berth. But those hopes were dashed
when Colby exploded for four roundtrippers in the opener and led all the
way.
The onslaugh t began when the White
Mules picked up three unearned runs
in the second innin g, After a walk to
Joe Marcoux and a basehit by Chip
Kispert , Wesleyan shortstop Mark Hill
let Jim Kaufman 's grounder slip
through his legs, allowing Marcoux to
score. Matt Nickerson delivered
Kispert and Kaufman with a double ,
bufwas thrown out to end the inning
when he t ried t o score on Mik e Burr 's
single.
Colby extended its lead to 5-0 on
Don Cronin 's two-run homer in the
third , but Wesleyan got back into the
game w ith th ree runs in it s half o f t he
inning , A single , n wal k , and an err or

loaded the bases for John Brown , who
walked to force in the first Cardinal
run. Rich Kay followed with a two-run
single, cutting the Colby lead to 5-3.
White Mule starter Foley settled
down after that though , allowing only single runs in the sixth and seventh
innings , while the Colby bats continued
to wear out Wesleyan pitching.
Ben Lowry gave Foley all the
breathing room he needed in the fourth
inning when he poled a drive down the
right field line for another two-run
homer , puttin g the Mules back up by
four runs , Marcoux accounted for the
other Colby runs with two tremendous
blasts over the left-centerfield fence ,
both with the bases empty, in the fifth
and seventh innings.
In game two , Hugo threw four and
one-third innings of no-hit ball before
tiring, and freshman Rich Mueller
came on in the sixth innin g to earn his
first collegiate save.
Colby got all of its runs in the first
four innings while jumpin g out to a 6-0
lead. In the first inning, they scored n
run without the benefi t of a hit.
Nickerson drew n leadoff walk, went
to second on a wild pitch , moved to
third on an error, and scored on
another wild pitch.
P«W * ,
BASEBALL

The Mules lost to New England Saturday, 11-9.
r espect eve n t h o u g h they 're not
necessarily better than teams like us,"
said Ewell. "The only way New
England College made the p lay offs
was be beating us, and they were 14-0.
It 's difficult when you don 't bel on g
to that Amherst-Middlebury-Williams
club."
Had Colby capitalized on Saturday 's opportunity against NEC , the
playoff bid would have been assured ,
but , after giving up two goals in the
first minute , the Mules could never
gain momentum. They outshot New
England 42-26, but were the victims
of a hot goalie and some bad breaks.
"I thought we were ready to handle a pressure game like this ," said
Ewell , "but with those two early
goals, I guess we weren 't. They
weren 't any better than us , but they
were a good team, and we just weren 't
getting any breaks. We had to play
catch-up; and we never could quite tie

the game and get into a rhythm.
Gus Wilmerding and Rod McGillis
each accounted for three of Colby's
goals , and Mark Burke and George
Brownell added a goal apiece, but the
Mules worst enemy proved to be the
p i pes , as shot after shot carumed
away from the net.
"It was a good situation ," said
Ewell, "and hopefully it will give us
experience in the future in playofftype games. Also, it was nice to be
considered for the playoffs for the
fi rst time ever. It should help us nex t
year. "
Colby is currently ranked seventh
in New England and is the alternate
should one of the playoff teams be
unable to participate , for what that 's
worth. The Mules would like to win
the final two games, both away
against UMass-Boston and Bates, and
thus clinch the best record in Colby
history. They are now 7-2, while the

Beth McSorley raises a cloud of dust in Saturday 's 2-0 victory over
photo by Peter Voss
Bates.
at 0-0 through five innings , until Colby came alive in the bottom of the
sixth. Sue Whittum started with n
single, th en moved t o second oh a
sacrifice by Pam Hoyt. Cathy .
Blagden reached base on an error by
the first baseman , Beth Staples walked, and , with the bases loaded , Beth
McSorley doubled to drive in all three
runs. Defensively, Colby did an
ou tstanding job to keep Smith from
scorin g. Carol Simon pitched a '

shutout , allowing only four hits and
no wa lk s , and the entire team contributed to an errorless game,
Colby 's overall record is now 18-3,
with just one game left in the season.
Leading the team offensively are Beth
Staples, who has a .393 average this
season and has broken the Colby
recor d f or care er hit s wi t h 64 , and
Beth McSorley, who leads t he t eam
in R.B.I. 's wi th 20.

1979 team finished at 8-3 against a
considerably weaker schedule.
*

Colby downs
Wesleyan twice

Eleven women
going to NCAAs

Eleven women on the Colby Outdoor Track team earned All New
England status for their efforts in the
New England Championships held this
past weekend at Bowdoin College. Colby placed eight overall in the largely
Division I meet. Boston University won
first place honors -with Vermont placing second. UMass Boston , who finished sixth with 36 points , was the only
Division ' III school to place ahead of
Colby, which scored 34 points.
Kris Hoitt , Teirie Hanna , Tracy
Morrow and Robin Blanchard led the
Mules with a first place victory in the
4x 100 meter relay. Colby smashed their
Division I competition by a second,
finishing ahead of 2nd place University of Massachusetts , Northeastern ,
Boston University, and the University
of Vermont. This weekend the sprint
relay team will vie for eastern championship honors at the Division III
Eastern Championships which will also
b e held at Bowdoin.
The 2 mile relay team of Marcie
Campbell , Debra. Lindberg, Linda
Roberts and Jeanne Guild placed fifth
and ran their best time of the year,
9 :56. They are top ranked in the upcoming Easterns.
Individually Kriss Hoitt led the
Mules with a third place in the 2O0
meters, and fourth in the 100 meters.
Although only a freshman , Hoitt has

established herself as one of the top
four sprinters in Division I, rt, and III
New England track . Captain Terrie
Hanna placed fourth in the 1O0 meter
hurtles with an excellent time of 14.9.
Senior Jacqueline White had her personal best in the shot with a throw of
40'2" , good for sixth place.
Leslie Melcher jumped 34'9" to take
fifth in the triple jump.. Teammate
Heidi Irving placed sixth , jumping
34'8 ". Irving also placed sixth in the
high jump with a leap of 5'.
The meet was contested in cool rainy
weather which made the jumpi ng
events almost impossible. Both Irving
and Melcher are top seeds in the
Easterns , and if given a good day
should have a chance of going 5 5 in
the high jump and over 35" in the
triple.
Twenty-six teams qualified for the
New.England Championships , Colby's
eighth-place finish placed them ahead
of Division I Holy Cross, University
of New Hampshire , University of
Maine , and University of Rhode
Island.
The spring relay 's time of 48.8
(hand), although not their best of the
year(48.4) was good enough for a Bowdoin facility record .
Although she didn 't place in the
finals , freshman-Tracy Morrow 's 59.6
in the 400 meters earned her a Colby
school record.

Pam Hoyt charges home in the first round of Saturday's tournament.

Basebal l

Matt Stetson 's sacrifice fly drove in
the second run in the second inning,
before the Mules put the game out of
reach in the fourth. Marcoux doubled
to start the rally , moved to third on a
single by Doug Scalise, and scored on
a single by Stetson. Nickerson followed with his first homer of the year , a

three-run shot to left , and the Mules
were on their way .
The Cardinals finally reached Hugo
for a run in the fifth inning. With one
out , Mark Borkman singled to break
up the no-hitter , moved to second on
an error, and scored on Jim McEIroy 's

photo by Peter voss

McElroy to avoid further trouble.
Wesleyan added three runs in the
sixth off Hugo and Vin Emery, but
they were unable to dra w any closer,
thanks to the fine relief pitching of
Mueller , who went the last 1 Vi innings
and allowed only one hit.
On Monday, Husson College came
out on top of an exciting pitching duel
to defeat the Mules 3-2. The game was
a stark contrast from the first meeting
this year between the two clubs , which
ended in a 12-8 Colby victory.
The Mules took a 1-0 lead in the first
inning. Nickerson led off with a double and tried to score on a single by
Kispert. He stumbled rounding third
base, but was able to get caught up in
a rundown long enough to allow
Kispert to go all the way to third.
Kispert then scored on a sacrifice fly
by Ben Lowry.
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Col by's loss Saturday knocked them out of contention for a playoff spot.
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Meanwhile, Kispert was getting the
Husson batters to hit groundball after
groundball. He gave up only two hits
over the first five innings and allowed
only three balls to reach the outfield.
However , the Braves were able to
manufacture a run in the bottom of the
fifth to tie the game at 1-1. With one
out , Chris Render walked and John
Kolasinski reached on an error. Kispert
then got the next Husson batter to
ground back to the mound. He threw
to Nickerson at second for the force ,
but Nickerson 's relay tq, complete the
double play sailed over the head of first
baseman Jamie Arsenault , allowing
Kender to score.
The Mules regained the lead in the
top of the sixth. Lowry reached on an
error and moved to second on a single
by Arsenault , who extended his hitting
streak to 18 games. A walk to Cronin
loaded the bases, and Lowry scored on
Mar coux 's double-play grounder.
Husson took the lead for good with
two runs in the bottom of the sixth.
Greg Friel started the uprising with a
double and scored an out later on a
single by Randy, Harr is. Harris moved to third on George Small's basehit ,
nnd scored the winning run when Colby was unable to turn the double play
on a grounder off Kispert' s glove.
Jamie Hunt , who tossed four innings
of one-hit shutout relief , picked up the
w i n f or Husson, while Kispert was the
hard-luck loser, going the distance and
allowing only six hits and three walks ,
while striking out three.
The CBB Championship will be on
the line this Saturday when the Mules
windup their 1985 season with a game
a gains t, Bates. Colby will be looking for
reven ge against1 t he Bob cat s, who swept
a doubleheader from the Mules last
Tuesday in Lewiston, Game time at
Coombs Field is. 1:00.

Colby Scoreboard
BASEBALL
Colb y , 9-5
WESLEYAN

COLBY
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
Bokat cf
4 1 0
0
Nickerson ss
4 0 2 2
Grasso c
4 0 1 0
Burr dh
2 1 1 0
Brown dh
3 0 1 2
Lowry 3b
3 2 1 2
4 0 1 2
Cronin rf
4 1 2
2
Kay 1b
Maynard If
2 1 1 0
Arsenault 1b
4 0 1 0
Guiliottr rf
3 0 1 1
Marcoux c
3 3 2 2
Miechkowski 2b
3 0 0 0
Kispert cf
4 1 1 0
McElroy 3b
3 1 1 0
Kaufman If
3 1 0
0
Hill ss
2 2 0 0
Collins 2b
2 0 0 0
ratals
28 5 6 5
Totals
29 9 10 8
Colby
032 210
1— 9
Wesleyan
003 001
1— 5
E — Colby 4 .Wesleyan 1. LOB — Colby 4.Wesleyan 5. 2B — Nickerson.
HR— Cronin. Lowry. Marcoux 2. WP — Foley. Borkman.
IP H R ER BB SO
Colby
Foley(W)
7 6 5
3 3
3
Wesleyan
Borkman(L)
5 8 8
5 5
2
Ellcock
2
2 1
1 0
1

Sue Whittum takes a pitch against Bates in Saturday 's NIAC semifinal game.

Colby, 6-4

photo by Beth Heaiy

WESLEYAN

Mule lmksters capture states;
King qualifies for nationals
by Bob Aube
A victory in the State of Maine collegiate golf tournament , the first state
championship for Colby since 1975 ,
was the highlight of the season for the
Colby golf team, which enjoyed its best
season in several years.
The White Mules earned team
honors with. a low stroke total of 317 ,
two shots better than UMO, and six
ahead of Maine-Farmington . Colby
was led in the tournament by Ken
Jackman , who finished third individually, jus t one stroke behind the
winners, with a career best round of 77.
Captain Jim King shot a 79 , Bill

Yardley had an 80, Steve Lawson shot
81, and Ken O'Brien had a round of
85 to round out the scoring for the
Mules.
Among the other accomplishments
for the Colby linksters was a secondplace finish in the CBB tournament
behind host Bates, a 21st place out of
42 schools in the New England Championships, and a seventh-place finish
in the NESCAC tournament , ahead of
CBB rivals Bates and Bowdoin .
The Mules also qualified a golfer ,
Jim King, for the NCAA Division III
national tournament at the Monroe
Golf and Country Club in Rochester.

New York. The six day, 72-hole championship, to be hosted by the University of Rochester , will include the nation 's top 120 Division III golfers.

Melissa Brown and Chrissy Corcoran each added goals for Colby,
and goalie Anne Boatright stopped 12
Bates shots.

Pluck , "I have no doubt she'll be
named all-New England. "

Ask one of
the 3 million
Americans
who've
survived
cancer,
if the money
spent on
research
is worth it.
Weare
winning.
i*

t

With Ottley 's four goals , she now
has a total of 40 on the season , along
with nine assists. Another remarkable
statistic is her .660 scoring percentage.
"With a season like that , " says

h bi
1 0
1 0
1 0
0 1
0 1
1 0
2
1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
7 4

Hugo (W)
Emery
Mueller
Wesleyan
Ferrara (L)
Ellcock

5
%
1%

3
3
1

2
2
0

1 5
2 0
0 0

2
0
0

3%
3%

6
3

6
0

5
0

2
0

3
0

Husson , 3-2
COLBY
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Near the end of the game, a shout
could be heard from one ardent Colby women 's lax fan: "Just what does
winning team, iosing team really
mean when you don 't require
SAT's?.' " Apparently that 's the true
question.

Resnicoff honored
as Player-of-the-Week
by Paul Mooney
For his performance in lacrosse victories over Bates and Connecticut
College, senior defenseman Dave
Resnicoff , of Concord , N.H. , has
been named New 'Eng land Co-Plnycrof-the-Week by the Brine Sporting
Goods Company, compilers of the
weekly coaches' poll.
In the Mules 10-9 defeat of CBB
rival Bates , Resnicoff held the Bobcats ' leading scorer, Peter Grant , to
two goals and two assists. In Colby 's
10-1 victory at Connecticut College,

r
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
4

Colby

Captain of both the fall and spring
programs at Colby, King finished second in the CBB tournament with
Bates and Bowdoin , and placed among
the top 15 Division III golfers at the
New England Intercollegiate Championship. Owner of a 78.9 stroke
average, he was ranked in the top ten
in Division III in the fall of 1984 and
was co-medalist at the Bowdoin Invitational in October.

Lacrosse——
physical team , and we'll have to play
a tough defense. But if we can settle
our young players down and get into
a good rhythm , we'll do really well.
It 's tough to know how they 'll react
in a playoff situation. "
The other first-round game will
start at noon on Friday. Tu ft s enters
the contest at 11-0, while Bates is now
5-4.
In ' yesterday 's game , junior Lalyn
Ottley scored four goals to hig hlight
an otherwise dull afternoon for the
Mules.
"We came out kind of flat ," said
Pluck. "We had already.beaten them
(Bates) once, when it really counted ,
and this time we couldn 't really get
up for it. We played well towards the
end of the game , but by then it was
too late. "

COLBY

ab r h bi
Nickerson ss
3 2 2 3
Miechkowski 2b
4 0 1 0
Babb 2b
Bokat cl
Lowry 3b
3 0 0 0
Grasso c
4 0 0 0
Cronin dh
Brown dh
Arsenault 1b
3 0 1 0
Kay 1b
Marcoux c
4 1 1 0
Maynard If
4 0 1 0
Kaufman If
Borkman rf
Scalise cf
2 1 1 0
McElroy 3b
2
Stetson rf
2 1 2
Hill ss
Guiliotli ph
Gould ss
29 6 9 S
Totals
Totals
11"> 400
0-6
Colby
000 013
0—4
Wesleyan
_
Colby
7.
2B
—
Marcoux
.
4.
Wesleyan 3. Colby 2. LOB — Wes leyan
E
Kay.
Stetson.
Brown.
HR
—
Nickerson.
SF
—
Borkman.
Grasso. Maynard.
S — Scalise. WP — Ferrara 2.
IP H R ER BB SO
ab
2
3
4
3
3
2
3
3
1
1
0
25

i
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HUSSON

ab r h bi
Nickerson ss
Paradis ss
4 0 0 0
Kispert p-dh
Friel 3b
4 1 2
0
Lowry 3b
Wilson 2b
4 0 1 0
Arsenault 1b
Harris c
4 1 1 1
Cronin rl
Small cl
4 0 1 0
Marcoux c
Foster rf
3 0 1 1
Sander If-cf
Kender If
2 1 0
0
Burr ph
Kolasinskl dh
3 0 0 0
Stetson pr
Farmer 1b
3 0 0 0
Scalise cf
Kaufman II Collins 2b
Totals
Totals
31 3 6 2
Colby
100 001 000 — 2
Husson
000 012 OOx — 3
E — Husson 1. Colby 2. DP — Husson 2. LOB — Husson 7. Colby 7.
2B— Friel , Nickerson. SF — Lowry. SB — Nickerson . Wilson . Small.
Kender.
IP H Ft ER BB SO
Colby
Kispert (L)
9 6 3 2
3
3
Husson
verlfeute
5 7 2
1 3
3
Hunt (W)
4
1 0
0
1 1

r h bi
0 3 0
1 1 0
1 0
1
0 2 0
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0
0 0
0 0 0
2 B 1
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the Mules' staunchest defensive effort
of the season against one of New
England' s traditional offensive
powers , he shut out the Camels' top
attackman , Dave Shore, who had
previously notched 40 points in 10
games.
Co-MVP of the M ules his
sophomore year , Resnicoff spent the
1984 season abroad at the London
School of Economics. "He's a great
player ," says head coach Bob Ewell ,
"and it' s certainly great to have him
back. "
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PREPARE THIS SUMMER FOR FALL EXAMS
In Portland: LSAT begins July 11
GMAT begins August 18
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'Turandot' : one funny fairy tale
by Daryl Angney
Down in the bowels of Runnals
Union amidst the decapitated heads of
past princes (1368 to be exact), a group
of Colby students performed Turandot, directed by guest artist in residence
Yury Belov. These princes sought in
vain the hand of the beautiful Princess
of Ch ina , Turandot , in a rambling
satiric piece based on a fairy tale and
filled out funny improvisation. Using
twentieth century humor and playing
off the audience, the actors of "Turandot " recreated the eighteenth century
piece written by Italian playwrigh t
Carlo Tozzi with gusto and enthusiasm
that kept the audience laughing and
applauding .

from Astrakhan! when the kingdom
was being overtaken, Calaf, despite
Barach' s warnings becomes obsessed
with Princess Turandot 's beauty and
is adamant about pursuing the
Princess. Not unlike the 1368 past
princes , he resolves to have her hand
or die.
Valinote and Cushman 's parts compliment each other. Cushman improvises many lines and his playfulness
and quick wit kept the audience in
stiches. Valinote was cast in a much
more serious role, with more set lines.
However, due to the nature of the play,
he was able to pop off some princely
humor.
The show then carried on into the
palace where Chief Eunuch (John
Maus) questioned the audience about
their enjoyment of sex , (informing
them that it was for this reason the
princes 'lost their heads), promised an
execution , and introduced the Emporer 's advisors. Pantalone, Prime
Minister of China (John Bates) was
once Chief Surgeon in charge of cir-

The play opens with stage manager
Linda Elliot introducing the actors/actresses and assigning parts. The show,
with deep undertones of fairy tale,
begins with Calaf , the Prince of
Astrakhan (Tom Valinote), who enters
and meets his long lost friend and once
trusted minister , Barach (Tom
Cushman). Barach has been reduced to
the status of garbage man since he fled TURANDOT

Pa 8e 1'

Pantalone (John Bates) and Tartaglia (Michael Sprague) restrain Eunuch (John Maus) from perform
ing an execution. The two guards (Ken Harris and Paul McDonough) look on. "Tura ndo t" was per
formed in Strider Theater this past weekend.
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'Beans exp lores p overty
by Debbi Fisher
For your summer reading list , you
may want to consider a book that has
recently created a lot of controversy,
both in Maine and nationally. The
Beans oj Egypt, Maine by Carolyn
Chute is a fictional account of two
families ' struggle against the poverty
of rural Maine. This book provides an
exploration into the feelings of the
ru ral poor and how they cope from day
to day.
The book has no factual basis aside
from the author 's own experiences in
poverty. Carolyn Chute lived in pover-

ty for several years , working and subsisting in many of the same conditions
as the characters in her book. Her relief
came from writing and eventually going to night school (University of
Southern Maine). She was discovered
at the Stortecoast Writer 's Conference.
Chute calls The Beans, her first
novel , a love story. The love relationship is not easily distinguishable,
however , from the strong feelings of
frustration and hardshi p that dominate
the lives of the two characters , Beal

Bean and Earlene Pomerlea u , as well
as the lives of others in their relation ships. It is certainly not the usual picture of romantic love we are accustomed to hearing, with descriptions of cool
sandy beaches and clammy moonlit
nights.
The book is interesting in its interpretive reading of the characters '
minds and actions. The unique descriptions - such as the "fox-colored eyes "
of the Beans add a rustic flavor to the
book . The book is simple in style and
light reading. It is a unique book to experience and form new ideas.

Stam p exhibit to open

More than 800 rare and beautiful
stamps illustratin g the history of
Fvtikia, an imaginary South Pacific
kingdom created by Russian-born
Michael V. Hitrovo , will be featured
in an exhibit at Colby. The display,

prepared by Professor Harold Pestana ,
will open at 4:30 p.m. orf Wednesday,
Princess Turandot (Julia Farwell) finally realizes her love for Prince
May 8, in the Robinson Room of
Calaf (Tom Valinote) seconds before he is to be executed, and
Miller Library and will continue
decides to spare his life.
throughout the summer.
The kingdom of Mikia was first
created by Hitrovo as a young boy living in Russia during World War I.
Many years later it was re-created and
its details and history enlarged upon by
its creator , than a young man out of
work during the Great Depression.
From his imagination came a mythica l
land whose varied native peoples were
unified by a Russian-Christian culture
¦
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well
as princes, generals , statesmen ,
I Bloomington society is strong enough for the guys to j
I l>y Marcus Knlliff
aviators
, soldiers and civilians all
The 1979 Academy Award winning film Breaking I try working at the gas station and the used car lot ,
I
engaged
in buil ding a new homeland,
i A way starring Dennis Christopher and Dennis Quaid |but find out fast thai this life is far too stagnant and
Hi
t
rovo
's stamp collection consists
I will be shown Thursday throu gh Saturday this week.
leaves no room to dream. Wc find that dreams die I
,
Indiana
hard in Bloomington and even used car salesmen oc- | of three main types. There are real
| Breaking A way, filmed in Bloomington
I follows the lives of some high school buddies who find
casionally dream of what it would be like not to be
stamps that have been overprinted;
stamps crea ted by printing, handI themselves deep in the shadows of Indiana Universi- f one,
coloring and lettering; and finally those
This excellent movie spawned a very shoddy T.V.
ty and adopt the role of townies, or "cutters ," pretscries that never had any of the same style , wit or good
that have been individually drawn. The
1 ty much in spite of themselves.
latter form (he majority of the collecscreen play that the original has.
i
The glamour of university women and sports cars
This is a good American movie that almost makes
tion and are the most detailed and
1 both attracts and repels these guys who have lived in
you want to put a bumper sticker on the car saying
beautiful. The printed stamps and the
pure lower middle classness all their lives with fathers
"buy American. "
overprinting were done by carving dies
1 who don 't see w hy t he who le world j ust can 't speak
"ini"
his
son
has
to
eat
why
Breaking
Away
will
be
shown
from rubber erasers and using variou s
I and act American or
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colored inks. Hitrovo drew by hand
at
7
and
9:15,
and Saturday night at 7 in
.
I food; isn 't Amer i can f ood
push
to
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part
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"normal"
Lovejoy
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of Mikia were lost with the death of
Hitrovo in May of 1984. Occasional
comments to friends , the Mikian
Stamp Collection , and a few
homemade toy soldiers arc all that is
left .
Hitrovo was born on family estates
near Kiev , Russia on September 13,
1902. His distinguished family was of
Tarter origin , and it was originally intended that Hitrovo would be educated
at the Imperial Russian Nav a l
Academy. The First World War upset
these plans. Hitrovo 's family was completely lost during the war , the revolution , and the post-revolution famine.
He literally walked out of Russia in
1920, crossing into Poland with only
the clothes on his back and his father 's
photo in his pocket. He then moved to
Czcchoslnvakia where he studied drafting before coming to the United
States . He graduated from Antioch
College and became a citizen during the
1920s, and received an M.A. degree
from lite Universit y of Chicago in tlie
1930s.
He was a founding member of the
Miniature > Figure Collectors of
America an d, a resident of Philadelphia
and Ambler, Pennsylvania. He wns an
acknowledged expert on the early
hi story of toy and model soldiers.

Campus Calendar
,

Thursday, May 9
4:30 p.m. Lecture: "New Life for an Old Cyclotron " with Dr. Janet Sisterson of the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory—Mudd 311.
7:30 p.m. Lecture with Sam Brown , chairman of the Organization of Rastafarian Unity
of Kingston , Jamaica—Given Auditorium.
Friday , May 10
12:30 p.m. Noonday Concert/Opera Workshop—Scenes from Falstaff and Don Giovanni—
Strider Theater , Runnals Union.
7:30 p.m. Spring Festival by the Lorimer Chapel Choir and guest instrumentalists—Lorimer
''
- '
Chapel .
.
Saturday, May 11
4:00 p.m. *Barfceque on lawn of Music Shell
5:30 p.m. ""Concert—"The Stompers "—Music Shell
7:30 p.m. *Corscert—"Otis Day and the Knights"—Music Shell
Senior Scholar Exhibitions—Museum of Art , May 10-26, Mon-Sat 10-12 , 1 -4:30,
Sun 2-4:30
?Admission Charged

Turandot
Continued from page 10

cumcisions until the day he became
overtired on the job. Tartaglia , keeper
of the Great Seal (Mike Sprague)
played a wonderful homosexual , who
performed an extended version of a
Chinese bow, and Brighella , Minister
of Defense (Kevin Bruen) played a
stoned, hip, twentieth centu ry advisor
always providing unexpected answers
and jest.
Emporer of China, Altum (Paul
Turci) played a nasally, whiney, typical
head of state, his only wish -was to put
an end to the executions and marry his
spoiled brat daughter off. His
daughter , Princess Turandot (Julia
Farwell), tries to bring to the play a
sense of drama , by taking her role
seriously. The unfeeling princess is
however moved by Prince Calaf' s
teeth , but that doesn 't stop her from

Prorok picks best and worst flicks
a critic for being "uncooperative" or
too "eccentric" in reveiwing the year 's
efforts , film scholars will lambast that
writer 's preferences as too
"mainstream " and "philestine. " It is
a very delicate situation and one that
can seriously harm a critic's ability and
even his future. Fortunately, the Echo
is such a reputable and established
weekly that it shields me from these
special interest groups and their
disrespect!ve forces. The only pressure
I experienced while compiling my list
was meeting my already extended
deadline and one stra y call from Dino
De Laurentes inviting me to lunch. So
with great confidence and security I
share with the Echo audience the
prestigious 2nd annual Prbrok' s Picks
and Pans.

by John Prorok
Year end issues are anxiously
awaited by all columnists all across the
country. A film critic's heart beats
especially faster, because these issues
mean the return of the controversial
and professionally dangerous Best and
Worst list. These lists are only meant
to inform and entertain an audience ,
but they develop into a serious
headache for a writer due to outside
forces. Such articles can carry great
financial imp lications for certain films
and their producers who are in the
business for monetary and not artistic
reasons. Of course , there is also the
potential influence on the Academy 's
selection for Oscars that has to be
taken into account when ma-king a list,
All of this p laces incredible amounts
of pressure upon a critic to be absolutely confident in his choices and his
method of selection.
If Hollywood doesn 't jump all over

Woody Allen 's The Purple Rose of
Cairo was this year's most delightful
film . It 's warmth and romance

celebrates the escapist powers of the
cinema with honest affection and
sweetness. Mia Farrow and Jeff
Daniels were both superb and have that
all important "magical glow " their
characters desire. The Purple Rose of
Cairo reminded me just how wonderful the movies can ' be

Amqdeus is a celebration of film
making and music. Passion is at the
heart of Milos Foreman 's film about
the composer Salieri and his consuming je alousy of Mozart. F. Murray
Abrahms gives an intense and
mesmerising performance as the
mediocre Saliere confronted -with the
awesome genious and recklessness of
Thomas Hulce 's Mozart. Meticulously crafted and beautifully photographed, Amadeus is a visual splendor in the
epic tradition.
The haunting and touching The Killng Fields is the story of friendship,

war, and responsibility,, An American
correspondent and his Vietnamese interpreter become a metaphor for
America's involvement in Vietnam
without diminishing the importance of
the two friends ' love for each other or
their accomplishments. An intense and
sometimes frightening movie, The Killing Fields will rank as one of the best
Vietnam War genre films.
All of Me proved two things: that
screwbali comedy can still entertain
and that Steve Martin has talen t to be
more than just a Jerk while being funny. Martin and Lily Tomlin have a
great time making us laugh. The charm
was contagious, infecting, and immensly enjoyable. All of Me was a
pleasant surprise and a treat that proved comedy could still be entertaining
without being insulting or juvenile.

The rest of this year 's Picks include
the remarkably good Peter Wier film ,
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sentencing him to death after she
guesses who he really is.
Just before the axe is to drop and put
an end to Prince Calaf , Adelman
(Patricia Cirigliano) speaks out about
her past love for the Prince and how
she tricked him into identifying
himself , in hopes of obtaining him.
Having been so moved by Calaf's
teeth , Turandot has a change of heart
and decides to spare the Prince. And
as all fairy tales end—everything is fine
and dandy. Timur the Ex-king of
Astrakham (Doug Chilson), is reunited
with his son , Calaf , the Emperor is
happy, and the executions stop, tlie
Prince got his princess and the audience left with stomachs full of
laughter , digesting the excellent quality of dramatic talent among the performers of Turandot.

Witness, with Harrison Ford playing
an engaging and realistic character.
The Talking Heads and Jonathon
Demme captured the magic in Stop
Making Sense while the off-bea t Repo
Man changed my philosophy about
driving . And David Lean flexed his
epic muscles with his version of the
enigmatic A Passage to India.
Movies that would have been best
enjoyed, unseen begin with the highly
disappointing Dune and Coppola 's
The Cotton Club. Also panned are all
teenage sexual-highjinx-comedies (except Rob Reiner 's The Sure Thing).
Why doesn 't someone end all our
misery and just shoot Porky or even
those asinine kids from Porky 's
Revenge] Rhinestone suffered from the
huge ego of Sly Stallone and plain bad
comedy, and even the word Fraternity in Fraternity Vacation couldn 't
make the movie interesting for this
Colby student.
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« Hfc PLANNING CENTER

"Knowledgeis of two kinds.]
1
Wc know a subject
know
ourselves,or wc
j
where we can find
information upon it."

4T*\^B Reproductive health care , VD
^^**1*JP screening, contraception ,
pregnancy testing
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101Water St ;, W atervi lle, 873-2122
Convenient
Reasonably priced
Ev ening h ou rs
Single and married women and men are welcome.
¦

j

Visa, Mastercard and
American Express accepted
personal check guarantee
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Al Eaton performed his one-man play "The Life and Times of Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr."
last Wednesday evening In Lorimer Chapel. The play depicted Dr, King and his non-violent approach
to the black movement of the sixties and its effect on the world. Eaton incorporated songs and other
characters in his play.
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FAMOUS LAST WORDS FROM FRIENDS
TO FRIENDS. I'm perfectly fine. I can
drivewith my eyes closed. There's nothing
wrong with me. Are you joking—I feel
great. What am I—a wimp? I'm in great
shape to drive. You're not serious are you?
What 's a couple of beers? Nobody drives
L
. my car but me. I've never felt better. I can
III
drink with the best of them. But I only had
H.
a few. So I had a couple. I canmy
drive rings
Wm. .
own car,
around anybody. I can drive
HJfcU^
^k|:> . thank you. I'm not drunk. I drive better
Wfe 7 t hen I'm like this. Who says I can't drink
I can hold my booze. I know
^Hlfg ^L^^^^• irive?
T,
|^P|HH^to K ;. m doing. I always drive like this.

DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP
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Mark.
•
ShDon't worry, we're baking you a cake with a file in
Thanks for all Ihe great times. Have a great year and
il. Besides it will be a learning experience.
remember, you only have two more. Those two last
weeks will be here sooner than you think... Please
WANTED: Job as a chauffeur. Have flask will trave.
no joint letters and I'll see you in Cadiz.
Can startjrr'about 90 days.
According lo Outing Club records. Ihe lollowing ¦
Love .Ch
CONTACT: .Mark
people have borrowed the equipment listed and are BarbCongratulations to Ihe Crew Team for a job well
long overdue in returning it. All have received notices Good.luck nexl year. 7:45 won't be the same without
done!
informing them of their late status. We ask all you you. I expect an invitation within live years.
Mark . Jill, and Pam
Who see your name listed below to return our equipC
Friday 's Nightmare: Here comes the summer - Will
ment immediately or bills shall be sent to your homes.
¦
you still be mine?
.
Ann McAllister—Box 345—sleeping bag. ensolile GranolaEres una fuerza en classe y en la jungla. Cual libro
"Crazy lor you"
pad. x-c skis, boots, poles
estes leyendo?
Elaine Segal—Box 1541—x-c skis , boots, poles
Ruthless:
I'm leaving... Take my tray.
Rosenbaum—Box 1459—x-c skis, boots,poles .2
Sonrie! Spain will be great once we gel there!
Your deserted Iriends
waxes, scraper
Your future roomie
Andy Hoag—Box 822—tobbogan
WANTED: Riders to share expenses on the Laundry
Mark Leondires—Box 902—x-c skis, boots, poles AppsShute to hell. No Catholics need apply.
Debbie Fisher—Box 615—x-c skis , boots , poles Remember 86-87! See you on the Island! I knew you
Butler 's Calilornian.
¦
Eliza beth Applegale—Box 53—boots
should have bought the sweats!
If your member was as big as your mouth, you'd be
Richard Bindler—Box 128—crampons
"~
busy every night!
"ING". (Screach)'
Anne Boatright—Box 33—x-c skis, boots, poles (
P.S. The 3rd floor can 't handle over 150 lbs.
Have a good summer!
Paul Turci—Box 1543—boots
¦•CE C"
XO.
Mark the Greek .
Jennifer Allen—Box 22—boots
I don 't have Fenian lever . I have Macedonian lever.
Nill-Beast.
Sara h Doherty—Box 412—x-c skis ,boots, poles
Happy summer.
Dago Lui. Time is running out. make your move
'Tom McCallum * —Box 998—2 tents, sleeping
CEC-Monster
soon!!
.
bags, x-c skis, boots, poles
Diana Cook—Box 394—pack , sleeping bag
Phil and Sa.
Trim: Congratulations on the paper war .
Deborah Burke—Box 217—poles
Have great summers.
Frankie say • Jamie make my day.
__
Peter Wilde—Box 1654—x-c skis, boots, poles
Love. CEC
Kurt Fisher—Box 481—2 x-c ski sets. 2 pr . boots.
Luc and Hel, .
Shall we mention names, initials or both? Well , it's
2 sets poles, pack. 3 sleeping bags. 4 snowshoes.
To the three muskateers!
like this...
stull sack
Cheers!
Monika Chas—Box 262—poles
Etta"
Love you two. CEC
Glen Cummings—Box 419—x-c skis.-bools. poles
Paper clip retainers?
G-Man:
Leslie Migliaccio—Box 1045—magazines
DooYour women are as impressive as your play ing time
Lonn Haughs—Box 661—x-c skis, boots, poles,
Here 's to surviving next year without each other...
in Lax!
gaiters
I will miss you pal!
Lauri Burger—sleeping bag. ensolite pad
Bonang.
Toujours. Curdle
John Robinson—2 x-c ski sets w/bools and poles
Was K.J. worth an encore performance. The critics
Max.
are still wondering!!
Caca roomies... reunite in the tall!!!
Kalhy,
¦
XO Cleo
What do you clean up spilt milk with? With what does
•
0' Jan Plan roomie' o' mine.
¦B
H
M
H
H
H
M
a
a
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one erase a pencil mistake? Aw hell, we 'll see - can't
Thanks lor the wardrobe , thanks lor the memories,
wait to see you chez moi !
thanks lor the smile. Dive face first into snow much?
Katie 's next year roomie.
Tin
To Roberts roof. Have a happy summer. I'll be missin '
How about having your life revolve around a two room
Ellen: Tye-dyed shirts, week , patches, hackey. the
you.
double in Chaplin??
- Dead. • men anything? 01 course not. unless you live
Love. Cece.
Hey R.T.B—
"
in Woodman.. No. just joshin . Enjoy yourself this
Dearest Luc.
I hear Whitman is beautiful in the (all! We 'll turn the
summer vengas visilarme.
Through all the year , the laughter , the tears, through
beads to Rolexes and Bullfeathers will begin its
Tin
thick and thin, there's never been belter times,share
dynasy. (B.F.D. will have to Ihe key lor us English
Doug and Helen.
than these.
majors.)
I
hope
I
can
do
as
good
a
job
next
year
as
you
did
XO . CEC
Love, your R.T.B.
lor use this ,year! Thanks lor everything.
.
Luc.
NEEN—
Sue
Thanks Eirik
Have lun at ALC ! You granola you! Have a ballsy
,
Laura.
CEC
summer—Love ya kiddo—Amy
At least I feel like family now. and that bond is never
For the Lucece trioKris-tin (107D)—
broken (whether you like it or not). I'll miss you this
This summer , wherever you may be, when you hear
See. now I didn't say anything about Farm and
summer .
"Holiday"., do it.. (So you'll look stupid, who cares)
Wilderness, did I? Have a good one this summer.
Kristin
Love you both!
U.S.S.R. in Jan plan, 1987. and NYC this summer.
'
P.S. "Boink"!
CEC
Love you!
Cici.
—D. upstairs
Bully, Genevieve, and Jeannie... Ouile an impressive
Hurry up! We don't want the blue light to go out.
record.
Libslah—"
Class ol '85
Don't let multiple rejections (Itom jobs I mean) get
Rocky.
Stefan and Krissie.
you down. After all, how many people do you know
How about a hand of Bad. naughty?
Konnten wir nach Einstein's gehen?? Have awesome
who have streams named alter them? You're a class
The mag. 7
summers you two. Stefan. don*t you dare correct my
act , kid!
P.S. Or maybe you'd like a little more?
German!
To the Confused Bar—
Love ya. Lucy
J.J.
tender and the Eunuch:
What DO April showers bring? January flowers?
Deirdre.
Thanks lor corrupting me. It's been fun. Forever (or
The Stork
You did what with bricks when you were little?!?
at least a long time) The Confused One.
The Jade Island Gang
Jeannie.
Carol .
They really ARE red!!!
Sue and Belts .
In Ihe lulu re: May Ihe typesetter never jam ,may the
Genevieve
__
_
__
Watch out lor the (laming rum and Ihe burning
processor never eat paper or chemicals, may your
slerno!
stories never get lost, or misplaced,or stepped on,
There is only one weekend left, but there is still plenty
Jade Island
or changed, or... In short, Good luck.
ol Hour.
Colby Ruggers,
Why thank you.
Naked Ray
It's been a great season ¦you guys are wonderful. DEB—
Running Bear .
Let 's show them this weekend, See ya Saturday!
Nomore PMT...No more dinners...No more me...No
Cici and M,j.
.Exactly what do you sing in Ihe shower?
more you (and your music)...Enjoy Italy—send me a
Yak .
Sesh,
"Picture"! Thank you lor putting up with me...Laura!
What were you locidng the door tor?
August is a wee bit too soon, how about... 1987?
WANTED:
•Midge
_
YAK , CONGRATULATIONS- Midge.
One date to play 'bee . climb a tree of life , venture
To the Colby Egg Record Holder.
on roofs ,and drink cheap wine. Must be crazier than
You too have Ihe power 's beyond! ! Almost happy
We knew you had il in you. but why did you stop at
the average Colby student, have problems with heads ¦day
40?
of departments , and possess a tape worm in her
To Mo - You too are able! Too bad we don't always
st omach.
Nerdie Turdie Curdle...
have the chance.
.yeahh, sure, go to France... Ahhhh... (shaddap)...
Becky—
Curly
You're so proly... well, I wish you a .great -year but
You 've been Ihe best roomie lhat there could ever
remember me when someone grabs your lace or
Henspossibly be, but please stop breaking the glasses.
when you gel on a scale, or when someone wakes
Please keep the tra dition going across Ihe world!!
Just kidding. Yes Iknow lhat Dana hill is a tricky one
you up or borrows your clothes. O.k.? I love you
even when you get down on your hands and knees!
Little Red.
smudge... God, I'm gonna miss you,,, Poo
Can't wait lor lhat wild week In Boston, but please
Well a year has passed, and she's running good as
il you slop lor everyone we 'll never gel anywhere.
Chris Monster .
new. Still a year left on the warranty. But at that rate ,
Love ya—Kerri
Have a great summer cutie. Maybe I'll buy some of
I think she'll live to be a classic.
Renault
my own clothes... Then again, don't hold your breath.
Suey—
Love, Cec Monster
GP lor this weekend , GP for Foss. GP lor the sumJulius Andrew,
mer. GP for somersaults lessons from Sheila??
Melon BallToo bad you didn't come thru • we were awailing your
XO Roomie-O-Yours
Perfect name lor an awesome bartender; Practice
arrival!
_____
those smoke rings; have a great summer out there.
. Smudge. You 're the best, love youWe ll, did you lake the Big 0, or not?
You video-monster , no millipede in France.. . D.T.'s
.
CEC Monsler
Kev in M.
gonna be severe. All those quarters... ouch. Thank.
,
J,
XOX
CEC
Geoll
NEEDED: solid C aver age bio majors to change to
What can I say? It 's been a lun two years, You're
ar t in order to boosl our fledging dept.
Aim"
a terrific dale (even at last minute notice). I wish you
PROMISED: Solid A average and all the art openings
A hand has too few lingers lor this summer.
a great year next year. (You better write!) We 'll have
you can make. See the Art Dept.
'
.
JD in 101 ,
'
to get together for ono more session ol discussing
17 ,
Yes tha t was your schedule. Too bad we weren 't playMonet In relation to the trees at Colby. I'll miss them
Don 't worry I don't know who you are either!
ing the same game.
In the fu ture. Good Luckl
ACM—
then,
VOSS, Just wait till nexl year, I'll get you
Love, Ro byn
Your car Is so'ooooo cu t e!
Jay P.,
Jess , Lisa. Laura,
H-Man from Salt Lake:
I hato you,
Aro you sure you guys want to do this? Absolutely,
Get well soonll!
positive? You know wo have lo graduate! (Poor unDesl ,
—The kids
supec tlng Johnson!)
Too bad you're not graduating,
-_—
-Your Other Roomie
Aren 't commons wonderful?
Chris,
-Billy C,
Terry, Jackl, CarolineWore those Haynes or BVDs thai you wore wearing
So whon 's Ihe parly? We ordered a bar for you. so ,
Andrew—
in the pub last Thursday night?
just let us know when lo come ovor.
Woll, I can 't say that It was a boring year... I will miss • Mar ty,
•R.J.L.L
you. Keep smiling and write mel
It's diff icult having a crush on a man you never see.
Love,.
Kim and ImoPunky
Jobber
Congralulallonsl You made It through 4 years ol this
Whit,
place. We 'll try to keep the tradition gong. Thanks
Colonel ,
Thanks lor Ihe use ol tho bed. Hope you washed Ihe
Kim for adding the spontaneity wo all needed this
My ears haven't bean denned yot this year. Como
shoals betoro you slept.
year. Hopefully, I Inherited your ability lo have tun.
on over.
Pledge Foots
(Although I don't think next year will be dull by any
_^_
DEKALB
A caso 'ol Molson? Ono ol you Ihroo ingoing to loll
moans I) Imo, maybe we 'll soo you noxt year. Good
Sarnh G, la Iroo, and she lovos tho signal I
mo. I hal vays lo make you talk I
luck in the future, guysl Think of us next year and
Bethvisit ns often as you can.
Colhoun'
Lei's go out Friday, seriously, I monn It,
Lovo Always , Robyn
You are so very blttah.
—Doug
P.S. Kim, Happy Mother 's Dayl
Chris
To Noll and Lnuron—
Ml. and Amy and Amy,
AmeThnnks lor tho area! semester thnt I'm auro I'll nover
Don 't think you guys will havo II easy with singles !
Buddy, you owe mo a couple ol bnckrubs • REAL
forgot! I Itwos Ballsy! I love you guys.., Do you lovo
There Is no poaco and qulot: W« 'll bother you lo
bnekrubs.
mo? (Askod In whining voice) Move n ureal
dealhl Aren 'l you psychod??
-Moro tita n a buddy
summer—Gat psyched lor noxl yoarl I It will bo SID 11
^
-Youf old EQ buddies
WANTED: Commons Coordinators. Anyone wilh nn
L, AIMBO
To R.A , Suo M.,
IQ ol over BO need not apply.
COTalk about extremes • from 3rd floor CCIII to 3rd floor
I am ltto world,
Nox i yoar , a serious parly house.
Fossl Moving up In the world? Welcome to "oil cam¦ ¦ —Clueless
I am tho commons,
pus living". Got psyched (or a groat floor and an
I am Iho ono who mnkes a bet tor school, so everyone
awesome yoarl Have a great summer , aoo you in
Too all Iho glrler I've lovod, Thanks lor tho
halter start giving I
^__
Sept.
mnmrrwlos.
SJ ,
Fellow Fossle , M,M,
XXOO , Keith Turloy
_.
Congrats on Bristol Myors • How wonderful lo know ,
Doug,"
LUC,
my tinngovors are (orovor cured,..
Thanks lor an Incredible year, I will miss youl
You nro such n max 11 will mlaa you ao much noxt
, Mark ,
"Henri" . Your humble R.A,
yonr—gel psyohod .for n groat senior yonr ,
,
don't
try
bul
You
can
hnvo
salad
as
a
lunch"
"
Lovo , H
eTh . Shlth_ nd 111,
"booie as n brunch . "
Still looking forward lo accompanying you on our
Drew—
Lovo, Me
cruising Zebra.
Who will you play Hypor Sports with noxl yoar? Iwill
¦
A Romantic Friend lor tho Future
Alrlghts guys , so I did complain for 15 out of Iho 24
miss you outlol
'

Announcents

Personals

Lovo , H

hours we wore gone but booting and floorin g nron 't
my favorite pnsstlmosl Seriously, I'm glad I wont, ll
was definitely tho WORST wookond ove r, Lol' s do

Martha ,
<
Thnnks lor being you. You 'ro so special! •
,yit,_ooin;,apON,!ii , '
' — Lovo Lnuron ¦¦
' > i ' ¦ ' ' ,' ¦ '

,.,

•World' s boat camper

Happy 3rd monlhl I'm going lo miss you so much
this Bummorl Como visit a lot, okny?
Lovo ya ,

JB

Geoltrey.
I'll miss you... but... "No problem, really". Have a
great summer!
XO. Love you tons. Cec.
To Ihe Sid Suite Six- What can I say?... It will always
be Sid!!!
Aimbo
Castro. C.
Here's the classified you'be been waiting lor all year.
Cheers to a friend I wouldn't trade for, , an A in
chemistry !
Your 85 • 86 Roomie (?)
P.S. Look! Asphalt!
Lila H..
Wanted: your brain. But I'll settle lor your friendship
any day.
C.C.
SED. Happy 6th!.Thanks lor a lot ol very special
moments along the way. Living on pizza and kisses
isn't a bad lilestyle. is it? I'm very lond ot it. (And you.)
Puddleman
:
Tin"
Hello . I'm so glad that we 've become friends. See
you in Sept! (Dorm-mate)
Love. Kathy

_-

Hi baby. Thanks for making 2nd semester the best
ever. Looking forward to an even better summer ...
Love you. K B .
Ness.
Nollo Bastardo Carborundum! I'm so sorry I lorgot
about Sunday a.m. but I still want to g"o sometime!
(Maybe next year?!)
Your Shrink
P.S. How 's the worker search going?
Margie.
Thanks lor being a super "Roomie ",you made the
lirst year gieat! Have a super time in Europe. See
you in Sept.
Kath
CEP.
Congratulations!! The job search is over and NYC
awaits!
WANTED: Somebody to write us personals each
week next semester. Must feel sympathy (or the lonely and neglected. Apply to Walt and Greg. Taylor 410.
Wall and Greg.
Lonely and neglected - How could that be?
The Fan Club
Christine.
Metraluckinpolitan! Wow. Too bad $25,000 was your
lowest oiler. Congratulations!
JTH
To Second Floor Foss.
It 's been a good year all in all. What with "Oxsome ''
parties . Olympics,and just trying to keep Drew from
waking up our football players . I think we 've had
some lun.
Have a terrrilic summer!
-"Shorty"
Beth.
Graduation is May 26. Do you have a ride up?
Hey Fred Astaire.
Who solely dances with chairs, who caused you to
lose your red hair? She must have been quite a
sc are!

lim.

',

'.

I have a great summer job for you in my firm. Give
ma a call in Portland anytime.
Joe
P.S.I enjoyed our mile high club.
Lobo.
Hablo Espanol?
Colonel.
W ho are you gonna B.F. next?Colonel.
Thanks for the flours.
Love,
Tracey
Seniors,
Remember what you were like lour years ago. have
you grown and matured?
We survived Mary Low!!! What next?
-Holly
One grey day in May
and.much to the guy's dismay
We decided to go to the woods and kick 1 loose
T. thought she's died and gone to heaven
When she saw thai moose.
Teri . poor soul, got otf to a rough start
The only thing that made it worse
Was Hoops ' continuous fart.
The temperature was line, the weather was grand .
But Ihe 'snow and the twister weren 't exactly what
we had planned.
The tents had central air-conditioning through and
through
but never forget that the green tent was much better lhan the blue
We were kinda hungry alter our rationed meal
So Ben and Jerry 's tasted great lo eve ryone except
Pam who was behind Ihe wheel
Teri' s show by the wind swept lake
With her fat cigar , was like a drive-In movie
that was loo lunny lo lake.
Dinner was an awesome fat affair,
But nothing quite compared to what was in store to
be shared .
Somehow Ihe subject kepi coming back
to that silly old topic ol what goes on in the sack.
The beach, a pool table, the shower: WE all had to
confess ,
But, hey KH, doesn't peanul butter make quite a

moss?

Thanks to AS, Iho lire ke pt us warm
Like Ihe heated discussion, "Should women conform?"
our lata night creeper, who wo thought was a boar
Really gave Goodwin a hell ol a scare .
We all woke al 4:30 a.m. clue to tho cold,
Only poor Tori, lo keep warm, In the lire would havo
rolled.
Through this grandiose experience ol being smelly
together ,
We 'll nevor lorgot that it really was Ihe worst
'
weekend ever.

VanessaYou're crazy, strange, and wild. Plus you never stop
talking. The real you some people never saw. You're
Ihe best. Love you Kerri and Becky.
RoomiesI couldn't let the whole year go by without sending
my best buddies a personal! Happy weekend, time
to abuse the bods in an end-ol-the-year(Colby
career!!!) way. I love you both!!! mb inG.Hodgkins
disease.
Attention: From this day on, we vow never to look
at a cheese pizza again, especially alter that one I
sawyou scooping out of the sink in Dana. You know
who you are. Love ya anyways-K.
LF-oh my gawd!!! do you think someone loves pizzizza more than us9??!!! MB
Hey Pillsbury dough boyTelephone booths, pianos, and elevators! What 's
next a cafe in Paris or the fish tank? Ijust can't wait!
-Munchkin
Cici (the local hooker), "our learless leader " .
SQUEEZE , come together . DRIVE!!! What will I do
without that? It won 't be the same. Good luck next
year! I'll keep my fridge stocked with bagels and
cream cheese, so don't forge! to visit!! At any hour!
I may even keep an extra gallon ol gas around lor
our nexl trip to Raker 's. Don't forget us! Love ya
lots—your local hooker supporter.
To future roomie KI hope all our decisions are as easy as room color.
Blue it is! I'm looking forwa rd to next year! Your
stereo or mine? Love ya! Roomie M P.S. tell Polly
to keep those O-Henry bars coming!
Boone and Menzies—I am. I am. Goodbye forever.
I'm leaving you for another menage a trois. Love.
Squat.
Jane.
Wendy
and
Beth—
I love you and will miss your valuable counseling and
encouragement next year like you'll never know .
Love . Helmet Head.
Sandro—
We 'll keep the home fires burning till you reach jolly
old England. Bring food and enjoy Goldberg's company until then—heh.heh.heh. Lust , Squat.
To my Iriends at Colby—Thanks lor one of the best
years ol my short, yet corrupt existence. I'm really
lucky to have you. Love. Squat.
P.S. You all owe me 50 bucks. Pay up or die!
Sheila—nice splits and summer-salts!
Have a great summer Drewby, Kev,and Brian. Love
you guys . Cec.
Chris—Great party Friday night! Let's do it again
soon! Your party partner.
Attention: Daiquiris moved to Thursday night (due to
the ECACs!!!) Same place and time as last week.
K—we lost-you at the Heights! What happened?
Imo and Kim—I'm really gonna miss you next year!
You two are the best! Love ya lots. K.
Jen—Good luck at B.U.! We 'll all miss you a lot!!
Keary H.—Well, do you? Blockhead.
Kiki B.. Thanks lor the memories! Don't worry, we
won't spoil your reputation! The gals. Demetra. Lets have some more ol those candlelight
ceremonies in honor ol your—kidneys maybe?
Thanks for the indoor pool babe, see you in the big
apple, Tin.
Oueenie, I never
in a lounge. Drink. Tin.
Basically, I'm a sophomore,economics god.
M.H.—YBTMOLMN! QDI
2nd floor GoHo dudes—Keep up the partyin' next
year. I'll miss you all (and the balcony!!!) mb upstairs.
Stock: Have you seen your shampoo? Your
toothpaste? Your shaving cream? Your deodorant?
Your socks? Your underwear? Ask Wally.
Wally: It's been really nice helping you pay the phone
expenses. I think I received one call, but I was happy to answer for your "Michigan Felines,"
Varmit: Thanks lor stopping Sept. 21. Elephant shoes.
Do you want to play hide the freckle? Spanky will miss
you this summer.
Kevin M. Only with you! Keary H.
Vanessa—Vanessa ! Time for bed! Aim for the
basket! Can I borrow this? Mot him again! etc. etc.
Thanks for putting up wilh me—who else?
Jimbo—my favorite person in the world... Happy
summer, xo Cec.
Congrats to Ihe awesome women 's softball team.
Dewey, A rocky rose bears no thorn, must brothers
share everything? ,
J—You and me in NYC! I can't wait until August.
Peter, I'm psyched that you're in Foss next year.
Have a good summer. Sue.
Beth—After Friday night I think we should go lo Oils
together , again, I'm serious.
To J.C. Penny, do it In Canada, or bust (yep, yours).
Love and kisses , Bever ly, Scat and Rosanna.
M and C, Well , the year has flown but our friendship
sure has grown. It must be fate that I turned out to
be the third roommate.
Colby women's lax P— GP Babeeee !
Happy Birthday on Friday, Dobby!
Thanks Cece! Thanks MJ! You made the season
great lor at least one rookie!
Barbara, We 'll find It yet. Summer holds much In
store.
Josh and Brad, I got something I like lo call love for
you two. Nice try on the paper, Better luck next time.
At least you had good intentions. England' s gonna
be very good, II nol great. Love and much, much
more, Squat.
Goldberg, Enjoy Wyoming. Oh yeah, you 're a loser
and everybody hates you. Signed, all your Iriends.
Gin Pup, You're a nutty, nutty, fabulous person. Your
originality and your wit will be sorely missed. I wish
I could say the same for your intellect. I'll miss you.
bul I'll gel over It, Love, Squat.
Peowee and Linda, what was It like lo spend a night
together?
Cindy, you should got a louder alarm clock, or a
quieter roommate ,

WANTED.one slrong, sexy man who desires lo ful/ill
all his wildest fantasies.
___
Mexico Miko * 3037
P.S I've got Ihe feather, you bring the chains!
Tenl, huh? Well , I'm psy-soi ry-roady lor It. Soo you
Kalh and Sue,
In the Blg.Applol
Well guys, we survived yot another yoarl Thanks for
—Another Social Chameloon.
making II suc h a greal ono , I'm going lo miss you
Chris, o wlso ono,
next semester , bul I'm psychod for a January reuThanks lor nil tho wisdom thnt you dispensed so
nion • Par is maybe??
kindly.
Lovo ya,
— Inexperienced One
Tori
. To those planning to nltond Ihe "Graduation ClnmGHW I
lbako ",,,chocks are soon duo!
Congratulations lor everything. Hope your Hog had
n long, wet swim.
TANK ,
••
-BYC
Why haven't you visited mo on 2nd floor Zote lately?
___ %_
Thanks lot ihe llourl
To tho ticklish campaign manager:
PANKY SAY TANK YOUI
To Cathy, Scolt. Josh, Jail, and Lltt lo Bit:
-FRAQO
Thanks a million lor your holp, I plan on doing a good
. job ,
JP, .
MA.
I lovo you and will miss you always,
GH
To Amy 's Chris:
I' m throwing but all tho girls, I only want boys. And
COLONELI want them all lo look just llko thoir daddy, (tho track
Wo wore suspicious of your tastos af lor we found tho
star),
SO Ib. drum ol pllsnury flour In the closot. What we
—The Secret Admlror who wnnls lo remain a secret I
couldn't understand was all Iho wal clumps on Ihe
' ' . '¦ .
' Lb, Get out ol "my cablnl
floor ,
, .
—Yout bunWoa
—Drunkomolor

fl^ _S^H^
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JMM, I LOVE YOU J HP.
Otis, We hope you'll be as generous with your undies when we visit. Otis Day and the Nights. P.S. try
to wear clean boxers.
A and C. have a great summer ISee you in Dana next
year! K.
Rox, Thanks lor making my last year the best! We 've
racked up quite a list of good times I won't forget!
Just keep drinkin' Fosters and iced teas ,you'll make
it! I'll miss you! love mb.
Ally, Have the most awesome time in Ireland. I'll miss
you. Remember Iwant a Pepsiki please! Love, Mikey
Liz and Kris-. Oh my god, you won't believe what
happened—Basically Imust say we'll be the few ,the
proud, still at Colby! !
Dear Sisters, t cannot believe a year has flown by,
I'll miss you all terribly... Try and stay away Irorn cottage cheese and bacon bits, skinny elbows, Bongos
and Kazoos. I'll miss you, The Lion.
Tep, Big Z. Ro-Ro . We came,we saw... and WE LEFT.
Round trip UNH '85.
Col.. I know that the Middle East has its hot spots.
Thanks tor 'linding mine. Miss Lebanon. P.S. Thanks
for Ihe floor.
Chris y Barb dan mucho miedo. Love "Lo,"
TFC. Happy Graduation! Colby won't be Ihe same
without you next year. I'll miss you!! Love, G.
Desperately Seeking Sue. Maybe next year? Your
number one fan , (slill).
Women Ruggers , What a good season! And some
great roadtrips this spring. Thanks to Cici and MJ for
being great captains.
To Flight Bag and Tee Zee , you guys are the best!
f love ya and will miss ya! Your roomie, Lee.
New in the Bookstore: How to wrile 60 pages in one
week, by Keith Turley.
The best candidates are not always the ones who win
A Salada teabag.
Caution: Door knobs can be very tricky at 5 a.m. But,
seriously Bunky, it only look me 14 minutes,not 15!
.
K.
Scoolsie, Did you knovv "she drives a truck?
H. Ann W., It 's almost time for summer vacation...
time to reserve the moonlight on the cliffs... Please??
KT.
Kristin, this is a formal apology lor all of the times
I've woken you up and other things—I think you know
what I mean. Thanks for being my roommate. Love,
Vanessa.
To Woodstock (Woody>, No, I don't know what more
we could possibly want ,other than finger-run-ability.
What are they so afraid of anyway? You know what
Satada says, "Life is what happens while you're making other plans." Your lirst floor buddy.
Land J—You knowwhat summer means!! .!Time for
a Casuals fix and rockin' our buns of f all night (complete with sand in Ihe shoes!). What am I gonna do
without y'all and the Cape??? mb.
Tizzer ,A little rusty? "Yeah, it is crowded." That's
a good line and all,but, coach me in painting, not
scooping. Circus peanut eater.
MS. I have a small bladder! If I didn't hit you with
that Lacrosse ball,what would your excuse be? HH.
Bird, Hey Bebe! J_ook in your pool when you get
home. You never know where a Lotus will grow. Kissy
Kiss. J.
Hey. laudy. laudy, laudy
Hey, laudy. laudy, lo
We know a girl whose name is M.J.
Hey,
laudy,
laudy.
lo
Congratulations on getting engaged!!!
Hey. laudy. laudy, lo

your loving ruggelles,

To co-captains Cici and M.J.. you're the greatest!
Thanks for a great year of rugbyl Your loving
ruggettes.
Reilly! S.F. all Ihe way! love, your future roomies
roomie.
To the Polyester Palace, when is Ihe pool going lo
be ready guys?
—Anxious-to-rid-tan-llnes.
Dartmouth Roadies. lt was 'academic suicide' but
we 're so all over Winte r Carnival! Sweeeeeet!!!!
Kir , Ya gotta love Saturday mornings with Sanlana!
It's been awesome and have a great summer!! me
MWK-I don't know, I think Tuck Business School has
a great view al 8 a.m. Beef lives in ihe minds ol those
who believe. "You gel on thai side,"
HRS-You're wooomltthhh the money. You 're
awesome , even if you do go oul wilh OBO.
Ab-I'll have a cold Tab and Phil tickets wailing
so get psyched!! You're Plantat ion Bound!!
Gaudolupe-Late nighl jam sessions in the 'single'
have been awesome,even il you drink The Wrong
Soda. Remember , our double is your triple! I
Rock, Scissors, arid Paper,
KOOKAMONGA
P—

You ' re a devil!

^H
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To Senator and Baggie:
Congratulations on being allowed to leave this institution. I'll miss you nexl year , but not this summer.
Doctor Squid
~
~
^
""¦
7
FF
We still haven't been able to get the streaks out of
your underwear.
.
DF
To Foss (2nd): DCN. JL. BP. PQ. KO. thanks lor all
the fun times guys. I'll never forget them. I hope that
you all have a great summer!!
Love ya guys. Amy (C.)
To the "Studly" (where did you get that one?) Sieve.
You .didn't spill halt as much to me as to Carol , but
it was most entertaining anyway! Have lun and
REMEMBER: We 'll be going through Mass. this summer so watch out!
—Anne
P.S. You 're an ugly motherl—er!
Bob buddy—
Thanks for helping me out this year. You're a pal. I'll
miss you next year. And you do have the best cocktail
parties.,.dahling!
Love. Demete
To the Sisters and Co.—
The Head of the Charles, certain screw your
roomates. The weekend at Sugarloaf . Mei Lam Lu
Nights , and (of course) sisters 'parties , were all the
greatest ol times lo remember!! I will miss you all
more than I can say next yearyBon Chance et mon
amour toujours!.
—Beth
(P .S.— look oul. senior year will be wild!) '
AEC—
We were just pretending!!!
Lolo

He len.

Falan, I need to muckle!!!
To Dianna.
I'VE GOTTA PEE!! !...We never thought you had it in
you! You crazy woman,you!!! But wasn't it lun? Ad-

mil it!!!

Love . Your first-semester roomates
To first floor Johnson women:
Thanks lor putting up with my casual (?) drunkenness.r. not to mention all my love pursuits!Get psych-:
ed for nexl year
we 're going to have so much
fun!
Love you all !
Signed. "Must I even sign this?" LLF „
CCIII/Treworgy/Dorm with loo many namesThank you all for helping to make my lirst year here
so great. You're all fantastic!!! Have a fun
summer—good luck on examsl
Visit Mel and I in Foss next year!
—Sue
Paul . Rob and honorary Treworgy member Art .
Good luck in the real world. Congalulations on
Graduating!
—Sue
To whom it may concern: Want to be confused even
mote? I hope you straighten yoursell out and have
a good life. You have the potential lb be a really nice
guy- .
-,
'
"Now that we know each other a little bit better..."

Ha ve a great summer.

Carol and Regina.

See you next year at the new Pub. You guys are the
best!!!

Your best Tab customer
O.K. Doug..
Nice to meet you—Good luck acting and meeting
Russians! (not simultaneously. I asume)
—a mysterious Soviet airline photographer.
Echo stall—Bill,Dave. Karen .Tina .Mary. Bob,Tim .
Paul . Laura, Beth. Deb, Kalie. Carol, John. Gina .
Chris. Dorisann, Lee, Elliol and many more: Thanks
guys lor all Ihe help and well, er enthusiasm. It was
an experience. Good luck lo all ol you and especially to Dave and Kathy. two Iriends who may come lo
hate us.
J&B
To third lloor Phi Dell: Thank you lor an awesome ,
crazy senior year! I'll miss you guys.
Love. One ol the crazy ones
Let it be known that Linda Flight will be spending the
summer abroad., touring through Europe and skiing
down her very own Austria n slope!
Keith Turley
Is it true that gentlemen prefer blonds? Or is il that
blonds have more fun?
•
Submarine sandwiches and bubble baths al 3:00 am!
Whal next? Icy.

CP

ATTN SANA WATER BOMBERS
cl ub med will never ever surrender!
,
Charles, Lix , M.A,. Chuck , and Gingy,
What a year! You're all awesome. Though nexl year
we 'll be apart , I'll always treasure lond memories
stored in my heart!
Love always, Suzanne Nibbons
Reanna Marie Guadalupe Hidalgo,
I) you happen to be in Ihe Ipswich area Ihis summer.
stop by. Hope you have a great time at Nantucket!

Love always , your roommates.

But a thoughtful one.
Thanks!
Love, D

P.S. Johnson is not thai far away!

P,S. Are you married?

Louisa,
Ican'l believe Ihe semester is over. Ii's true thai lime

flies whw you ' re having lun! You ' te greal! Have a

fun summer and save me a fossil, See you when I
get back? or Senior yoa r?

Ylkesl

Love, Becca
to everyone who helped me celebra te:
Thanks for making my birthday groat fun! Turning 21

was painless!

-dflV^H^

Love , Becca

To the last Vesial Virgin:
Don't worry you can always fell people lhal you're
sav ing yoursell for Phil.
Love always, Duckie Poo

ATT EN CCST:

Let' s hear it once again lor our graduating seniors.
Congratulations! P.S. Linda, do you think we could
find some real parking meters in Boston?
Marco,
You think you're grea t, but you're a pompous jerk.
Please go away next yearl
SWAMPMAN LIVESHI

:

* HI
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Hey Norton!
Idon't know what I'm getting mysell into next year ,
but if the good times overshadow the bad it will work
out , bul only if Becky's here to mediate. We really
have to find better looking irons.
Love .Muff
Sheila—
You goddess ol lacrosse...Have an awesome summer. I'm psyched lor next year. Getting up early, having fun and doing no work! Must carry on the daiquiri tradition too.
Love. Mel
Rusty.
' 'Gee I hate crowded places...What time is it?" CAN'T
YOU TAKE A HINT? YOUR'E OUT OF PRACTICE!
Slrike three and school 's out! Hurry! We 've got lo
¦ ¦
beat the clock!

The Nice Catholic Girl
:
LMS:
He's going to be lamous someday!!!
Lo
Suer and Melonball.
Hey guys., one year down, three to go! Cowgirl ,
watch where you step in those boots .Suer. you avoid
those halls nexl year , and I'll try to stay off the fire
escapes! Love you. you fabulous freshman!
Lucy
Beck
What will I do without someone to wait for on the

slopes?? You ' re the only person (. .know wilh brakes

on their skis! It won't be the same without you!
Love. Muffy
Sarah G.
I ask you once again are you free??
__
Your artwork,,..is not appreciated!!!! !Beware...when
you leasl expect it ..
KT&Bfug
DU seniors
To a great four years, or five as Ihe case may be.
thanks lor the memories. All play and worl is a great
recipe for a college career.
Sesh and Lobo
Andrew . Geolf. Rick , and Gior.di,
Have a fantastic summer you guys. I'll miss you.Giordi and Stelan, Mount Everest is calling lor you. Here's
to Wednesday Night's!!
Love you all, Lucy

H and Cec—

Don't know where to start so I'll just say..Thanks for
sharing this most interesting year with me. You're
the greatest...What a trio!
Love you tons!
Your Max
'.
"
Dith
I hear Tults men are easier to...find than Colby men.
Warm o.j. and something else s'oon?
To the tuna sub
Yea that's you Polky...CONGRATULATIONS. You'll

H£V^H

¦ ¦ ¦

JMC

Studs. Win. Wiley. Dapper. Pontious. and 3D:
Here's to a great second semester and an even BETTER last three weeks. (Here's to the great 3 weeks
to come too!) looking forward to seeing y'all on the
3rd floor lor finals week. Above all, remember: "M"
is Machlin, and therefore he is God.
Mae&Cosmo
Kristin buddy—
Thanks lor everything—you've been laith and inspiration and a pal. Party this summer? You bet. Keep
track ol those watches.
Love your little neighbor
:
'¦
R.T.B.—
Prepare to rock "them." Hmph.. You're the best! I
guess that says it all. Heineken's in Ihe Fall,eh? And,
wafch your prose this summer!
Love, your R.T.B.
Francis.
GOOD LUCK!!
Love.
Ann
Tundra Bunny and Gillyval—
I'm gonna miss y'all a real lot
—(ellow english major
MARK VIDEN: HERE'S YOUR PERSONAL! Savorit!
It won't happen again!
Castro—
You are one incredible iriend and Iwant you to know
what that means to me. Summer will be great—
Rangely will never be Ihe same!
Peter
Next time someone tells me I'm acting like a 3 year
old or grabs by cheeks I'll think of you (of course
those aren't the only times you'll be on my mind).
Have a fantastic summer. Thanx for all the times you
made me smile. I know it's sappy but you're the
sweetest. Bye Bye
"heart" XO Cec
Melanie—
Tomorrow is (he day. Has it been 6 months of 2
weeks? I slill haven't decided.
"Talk to me " Mel.
K.O.S. Nutbar
Ever le! il be said...Good sex with Dr. Who??

Love. 2nd floor Butler

Bran—
You'll really let me know in '8B? I'm psyched! Until
then, let's have a ball! Thanks for a great 3 weeks,
"Killer." Have a great summer .

Guess Who?

CJM— '
Yup, Ihe year 's over and we survived. Thought we
might not lor a while. Enjoy sunny California this summer and avnld Hockey Games . HalPand Gates, and
Massachusetts girls—they could prove hazardous to
your health! See you in Seplember, my Iriend!

Genevieve,

Please lorgive me, you are my true love. Anyone who
smokes , and has blond hair is the only girl lor me.
Please wall lor me until alter graduation because
then I'll .have lime lor you.
Love, The Cloihing Salesman
Thanks lor the odor In Ihe room. Scumbags. Caddy,
how 'bout some carpetltesh ...belota Wednesday .
The Triple
Colon e l ,
The walls have oars, ya know ,
'
Whitney, When 's baby-oil season?
.
Kerry,
Maybo you should join a circus. You juggle sd woll
P.T. Barnum
Oudiehead, Havo a greal summer—you deserve it.
Thanks lor everything...oh,..one more thlng..you
adorable.
Love you , Carolyn

XO Cec

Ok, so I'm r)pt a morning person! Breaklasl makes
me feel sick anyway. Have lun sailing ihls summer
o' roomie o ' mine... You are THE best...

Love you, Cece

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Who are you? How many a re you? And ,do you think

maybe thete are two sels ol us and we got our signals
crossed?

Sunshine:
Thanks for being my "Rock" through Ihe. past few
weeks when I rea lly needed you. Keep the laith. And
lo r heaven 's sake DONT FORGET: You ARE one of
Ihe "beaulllul people,"

Love (in a big way)
MW

Weez , Cind y, Laurie , Col l (Pal ly and Caro line ) and
Roland ,

Deb C—

Chearsl

—

'" • ' . .
Bren',
I snore when Iget drunk...I'llbe doing lots of snoring nexl year! Get psyched! We¦ 're going to have a
- ;-.
blast!
.
—Future R.A. of America

Hans ,

Now. who's the weird one?! Thanks lor everything
roomie!
Love you,
' Mary
Desperately Seeking Jeannie
Meet me Saturday May 11, Portland Jetport,Gate 1A.
—Joe the Lawyer
~
'
Heather C.
Before you go any further, just think what life in
Kincjfield would be like.
A concerned observer
Rocky,
Maybe we could get together and go fishing
sometime.
—Jim French (with only one "(")
DA guysYes. I still say hi.
,,.
—S
Colby Rugetles—

You tucked and mauled with Ihe bes) ol Ihem. Good
games.

—The management
~
"
JON—
Meel me in the elevator at 1:00? And then we can
run into a concrete, wall I Snowbanks just aren 't as
effective. There's nothing I'd like to do bette r than
listen to you play the violin on your birthday.
Love . Vanetha

KernAre you in bed again???

' Your next door neighbor

To Mrs. Potaloe Head:
2 down 2 to go.
Be palient!

Love, TGPMPH
To Libby, Amo,Lisa, Abby, Reanne. and various other
food whores and assorted crazies:
Have fun next year—I'll miss you. Be good.
Love. Mother CD.
Dear Drummond Bag Lady: '*"
Maybe you thought you wouldn't, but we knew you
would! Glad Dartmouth was so lun, from what you
can recall.
Jen G.
You are such an Organizer! God Bless You!
D.G. A.H. . E.K.. K.S..
You 've all made Dana a nicer place lo live.
Ihe newcomer in 305
Kerri—
I have some terrible news. Your mother called and
informed me that she has become a lesbian. Keith
hopes it isn't hereditary God bless you too!
To my wake up roomie:
Thanks for taking in a refugee. In the process I've
grown to appreciate a great kid and a super Iriend.
Best of luck and lhanks.
C_ C.
Joe.
In September , after practicing all summer , we will
be at Ihe point where we are supposed to be right
about now.
Wease
Niley—
You're a doll!! Thanks for being a super diend Ihis
year! Please visit us this summer!
Love. Kristen
Sue and Deb
I'll see you al the country club this summer practicing for the pro goll circuit!

,

Kristen

~~

:
Chest.
Sorry about Ihe noise last Thursday night. Thanks lor
not hanging Goat!
Love you!
" —Your S.F. —ing Roomie
John W.
You're running oul ol lime to break my record Get
lo il!
-K R.

To My Future Roomie The Homely Juggler:
Next year , lei's nol bother wilh lists! S.F.!
Love Ugly
P.S. Have a geat summer—S.O.M.P. !
John. Iwant Annabelle 's portlolio.
Paul
P.S. Any California Girl will do.
MarthaHere's lo my nexCyear 's-roomie! I'm looking forward
lo it bul remember, no dirly socks on Ihe Hoor!!
'
* Love, Krislen
Laurie—
Have a tun summor—and no parking at Belgrade

Lakes!

— K&K

Brad.
".
''m so glad that we got lo know each other in Russian this year. I'm looking Irorwnrd-to your visits noxl
/ear. Lovo, Boo
Llll,
Have you been urlnaling In our blue mug?
Hell's An gels
Doug, Brad, and John, Did youknow lhat your room
smells like boot?
Have a greal summer:parly nt your house?? Bye Bye

Why have you boen in Iho library so much lately? '''
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KAK—You're the best! I love you and I'll miss you
Thanks for always taking care of me and just for being there. I'It be joining you in 2 years take care anc
wait for me.
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Thanks for all! Keep Bear in line...Glip.Love. oh...you must know!
Rulus—
What can one say? Except, you do have this life, if
not one alter—so live it up, the way you want to. You
have all the power ,and me cheering you on. Thanks
lor your ears when I needed them. Love You! Fred.
(your pseudo roomie)
Lost: one tree sign—if found please return to its proper place. The Tree is at a loss with oul il.
Buckles—Reka, Reka. Reka
Fade to spot
Fade to spot
One last cnace for rabbit to reappear
Keep il plugged
Hey! is it true a creature emerged from Johnson
Lagoon on Saturday night? I hear it was slimy, black
and called Melvin S. B. Reed. Know what else? it can
windsurf and it is "Beer Resistant "!! Watch out Colby! its left its "boat" in Ihe library, you never know
when it may try to repossess il!
LADIES! 17 days til graduation and we are all still
unemployed! Congratulations ! It sure has been fun
and the summer promises tobe the "real world" as
long as we can! But seriously, all ol you. and you
know who,you are . Good luck and thanks for being
a part of "my Colby"
- Love . GB
ASR and SAPThanks for a great year. You Iwo are the best! Enjoy
your summer, see you in September.
Your Roomie
Cici. Sue and Chris
Congratulations to the Queens of Ernest and Julio
Gallo,Bristol Myers,and Metropolitan Life. We 're proud of you
Good luck!!

Hoops,
'
Congrats President! Good luck next year and
thanks lor making this semeste r a great one—the
"FIRE," B-days. Bda Spring Break'85, rag show tor
free , no money, "only a six-pack?" Thanks for being
there for me. I'll miss you this summer—have a good
one and don't forget to wear the "nut glasses ."
Maybe a free flight to Bda?? Good luck with tinals.
Alex
As T would say:
"I'm so glad I came!"
Thanx lor a great trip campers!
Hoops!
To whom it may concern:
I hope you know that there is more than oneol "me"
and we seem lo have gotten confused. Thai's what
happens when you answer a stupid personal, Iguess.
P.S. I didn't mean to sound righteous. In fact that
wasn 'I what I meant at all. Ciao. By the way—Does
anything really concern you?
Noel—
Huh! Whal! What 'd you say! Kiss it baby! Relationships cone and go, friends are forever. You mean a
lot to me. Let's only remember the nice times, few
lhal there we re—just kidding. My eyes are green!
Now isn't this nicer than Ihe last oneLove. Vanessa
A. Lake!
Thanks for a great year. You've been quite an influence. Don't lorget all we 've been thru—it has been
worth it . hasn't it? We do have three more years you
know.. Love Irom your roomie
Beaker&Tommy Morgan,
The clinic called and said lhat your, new noses will
be done before the next snow fall. Is It really the real
thing?
Betty Ford Foundation
Giordi
NAMACADLEBENDLA„.You owe me some cookies
me thinks. Have a good summer culie.

Beany—

j_S^P9^H

James—

be missed!!
XO Cece

-

_H

291584 ,

XO Cec
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Cindy & Casey. .
You two have made this semester one ol THE
best! Sugarloaf & The Courthouse will never be the
same...thai is. until next semester! Thanks tor the
friendship.
DouggieYou're the best:..Have a Happy Summer.
XO CEC
Dear G.

You '.re still short! But you ' re alright otherwise .

Dear H.
Why. whoever can I play games with nexl year? I'm
really disappointed in you. Where are your priorities.
Chow-Mein:
When we said dale Howard; we meant the man. not
the whole school! We 'IL just have to lend a helping
hand (or other bodily parts) now!
._
Love. K & K
Guys.
The grass is always greener on the Chapel Lawn.
Casey:
It's been fun! Don't go loo wild with thaf summer job!
It may lead to cultivating more than one garden! (Just
kidding!)
Love. Kris
**"
:~
'
FEET
Is the Room so messy you need a couch?
The Bunkies
WANTED: To lose one virginity between now and
graduation; help keep Colby's blue library light proudly shining on!
Greg H
JaneWe 'll miss you next fall. Have a great summer . You 're

moving in with us when you get back-

XO a future roomie0-Yours_ _
KrisT""
Baby oil? Oralices 'Really! I thought that you were
untouched by society- well, maybe not . your other
tendencies betray you men's clothes '3 on a loft?
Shall I go on'
No. je t 'aime.
Tin

II Nature created her . she should last a while Stay
happy and have lun al Jellystone! (Thank you)
•A Sceptic
One last Runnals Hill?

¦

-E

Have a lanlaslic summer you crazy Mary Lowites and
remember no matte r where We are next year we will
still be together in spirit and mind. Good luck.
Love.
Holly
KW
Thanks lot the company and help on Sunday- Making sure "it works " is most important, and I never
would have thought to check!'!
_ SJ

cTci-

Congratulations! Gallo will never be the same.
~
Sully"

Have a fun time in Boston. I know you will! Good luck
on exams.
Sue
—
JoshGood luck in Wyoming. Jackson Lake Lodge will love
you! Have lun!
Sue
Women 's Lacrosse Team! ECAC's this weekend.
Rack 'em .Roll 'em... G P . Go sickf!!
Mull-Don 'I you love those Sunday Drives 'Safely and
Security- A Girl's besl Iriend
K_
to Brian J. Kevin B. Harry K. Jason C. Kathy G. Dora
D. Jacquie W. Palli D. Paul E . Becky C. Mark T.
Thanks lor a great year al SWITCHBOARD You
were the besl crew I ever had.
Besl of luck lo my Seniors- Let me heat Irom you.
To my underclassmen- see you in Sept.
Thanks again. Allen
Hunter .
Why do they call you PEE WEE?
The woman of Averill
Strut: How many, beiore you return to us?
'
r
Bill

You can 't drill a hole Irom Scotland lo Paris.
RyanAnother game of beer die ?
Bruckner
Idon't know what 's uglier: Your hats or your woman!
Nance'
I heaid that the Runnals Hill Campground opened for
Ihe season lasl weekend!!
XO The only one you told..
3rd Floor Chaplin has Ihe besl looking guys '
Dud7
You're the dudliesl dud thai I've ever met. and lo
think thai it 's all due to that dudly bench lhat we kepi
so toasly all dudly season
Love, Dud
^ ~~
' *
Panrr LYuT&'T A:
You guys are like totally wow and I'm going to like
wicked miss you like a lot next year. Like have an
awesome and like cosmic lime painling tho greal
conlinenl like wicked red (Like ol course).
Like.
A
___ .
_
" "' "" "'"" "" "
"
' ""'¦
P&L.
Nevot could a year be belter
Than Ihe lime- Ural we 've spent together! I've had a
greal timo and I'll miss you loo much next fall. Bul
we 'll count on wildness when we meet up ac toss Iho
son in the spring!
Love ya.
A
_
__
^
Hoy, does anybody havo any potato chips?
WhnTword begins Willi nn F and ends wilh n K and
was snid all wookond nt Moosehend Lake?
Ging, Palli, Kilmsoy ..
Thanks lor tho onlertninmonl Saturday nighi.
although we did miss Iho eclipse! I hope you're not
plotting any rovongs? Pntli?
"Hnlry " (Or am I ''Hnlr-loss '' now?!!)
HorsuHow nboul n lit tin vodkn on your birthday??! !
XO?
_
_.
_
Aliyson:
You hnvo no gnmoj_ you know what I moan!
i-noiin'"woaVy.looiin' wook ? Thoso sordidlovo nllnirs
nro loo muchjoi you
to iiio soxy six InMnry Low. ¦
Pnr ty il up this wookond You nend your vitamins lo
smdy lot (inula
Holly
Jon,*
Who am I going lo tido llio -21 dagroos chalrlilt
wilh??? Have n WONDERFUL timo In tho Infos.¦
'
Lovo , MOB
._ ' _
_
""
"
Don" Volcto Stents', ¦¦ '
summon Tnkn cnro and
I'll bo^eoing you ovor Iho
¦¦ • ¦.' ¦
" bo careful ol wollbftoll
Hoy'SiIS" I mofliils iianr lh«Tis.jto|"afior" your bod.
Unlotiunnioly you cn'slrnlnd Iho lltllQ. buggnr.
~
'"
.
HI Ijonnii""""
Do yn wnnnn?

Nool nnd Jon, n-om-nunrie f,».lo quaint dinners .by
koroaono lamps; It'a boon lun, Vanossa and Korrl,

To Ihe One and Only Bubble Bul:
Don't forget: Your Harvard Man. "I NEVER!" .
Swinging on flag poles, nude camps, playing in the
library, tailing on the library steps, pizzas,the "Bum"
Dance, your "filth" trip to the ice-cream bar. your
football idle, clove-smoking, laughing at movies, pinching people, my African man. burnt mongos.
spades, and most of all- your flat-but double.
Luv ya.
Kris
P.S. Won't you join my Spa ! Have a greal summer!
Mandy-Moo (Scope Soman). •
It 's been an adventure! Don't forget: Picture taking,
our first pub night, running out ol door wilh key in
hand, bopping in Marblehead. sign-stealing, ravioli
cravings, your liquid diet, the Courthouse,your rugby
protection, boyvlbali.. hanus ball, the party waiting
sydrome. "I NEVER!" , powder fights, and other
various llight-deck adventures!
Love.
Kris
P.S. See 'you this summer !
^^^___

Carolina— .
Why do they call you "BIG RED"?
Vasquez. Mark and Greg—
Good luck with your band. Ihope you get lots ol
gigs—isn't that the term you rockers use? Maybe one
day the whole campus will realize thai punk haircuts
and radiaal musec do not indicate delinquency—
even in your case.
Love. Slew 's roommate
Swilty—
Good luck and have fun
On your poetic watson.
We all have great faith
That you won't fail in disgraith
S.T.F .
Greg—(C.C.. Condon winner, H.B., etc.)
Where will you be without Colby? More accurately—
where will Colby be without you?
Good luck. I love you. Scott
__

Always. A Friend
Hey Giatis!
It's been too lun! Dancing in the halls, our Bowdoin
adventure, the love van. laughing-crying, our library
hidings, greek food, my African adventures. UbeeDubee language. Boston and Benetton, and our
numerous discussions. Thanks lor everything!
Love you.
¦
Kris
My
House in July; Ki'd!
P.S.
Bellben:
Won 't ever forget my Coot roomie! It's'been greal
lun partying, choraling. talking. Dead-listening.
reading stories, breakfasting il. and shopping in
Boston!
Love always.
Kris
P.S. Anyone lor Hacky Sack'!
GinaHave a great summer. Hope to see you- good luck
settling into your new home
XO CEC
WANTED: One roommate to live on the Cape (Hyannis) this summer. II interested call Ann al x3031 or
Liz at x3002.

Squishy.
Better take care of my beautiful, sexy. pets. Also,say
Hi to Janie. Sylv says he is anxious to see Janie again,
—Hammock

1st floor Johnson,
The year 's been wicked gnarly but I guess I may
owe a few ol you apologies. So. "I Sorry "—Mary:
lor not setting Ihe Killer game up your way; Hansi:
(or our not so quiet talk in Ihe lounge: Tim: for the
hickey: Allyn: for the beers: Liz: for dealing the wrong
cards: Dianna: 1or my "hangover drink" : Bob: lor
never learning "Pilch": Brad: lor what !
haven't done
to you yet (and GJ): Tricia: for your ice skating excursion; Shan: for your screw-your-roommate date :
Murph and Paul: for my alarm clock; Hiema: for dropping the water: the girl's quad: lor both my curiosity
and my reading material; Stu and Alex: for my 2nd
roommate: Polky: lor my credit card, pizzas, noise
and smoke (in general for living on your floor). As a
matter ol fact Iguess the only one I really don't owe
an apology lo. owes me one: "Francis nexl time
knock softer ,you may not know your own strength."
Take care. Babs
Uggy—
You said I couldn't do Ihis—But the "Nardwoman" has proven me wrong....."I tried to blow her
oft . and what did it get me??...."
.
KW
HorseHappy Birthday! Hey. I've got Ihis bottle of champagne that should be really cold by now...
xo. Me)
Dear Boinkers.
Chicken out?
Love, Boinketles
:
To BJQ:
"EWW! Ick!" B.S.! Somehow Idon't think Ihe blue
light is going to go out because ol you ! Do it! Then
we 'll really be even!!!
-The Nice Catholic Girl
Neil"
I like Molson.Jn bottles!

signed.
I know you'll do it!
To Ihe Muckle Queens of P118:
I did not win! I wasn 't even playing the game!!!
Thanks for a good year!! It was lun—Bul you made
me lose my morals!
•you know who
Why are there cinder blocks outside of a fraternity
house??
To Whom it may concern:
I just wanted to make a toast and say thanks to
all of you guys for Ihe WORST lime ever!!
The only one who actually slept
Hoops, we re missing you
The the reigning queen:
That deadly scenl lingers on...
:
AL
Really next time you don't have to gel so"cheKed
up" about Ihe moose!
Teri,
No really, lion's manes ate in Ihis spring.
To my two "out of control" roomma tesBest ol luck! I All Ican say Is lhal Its been a "wompIng" good year! I

Liz",

Thanks lor being such a good Iriend! You've bean
here lor mo through thick and thin! (Thin...pun on
words?) Plenso don't leave me—I don't know what
I would do without you ! I love you so much!! '
¦
Lovo always, Lauren!
Geor ge & Resi—
Good luck In the real world! Take care. We 'll miss
' . ¦•
you,
Ella tho suniannlng doctor
~
Fred:
So I losl a life-long Iriend.
Bu l I' vo gol one much bolter.
I love you & don't know whal I'll do without you this
summer.,
Lovo, SW
Oscar tho baby grouch—
You woro right. I do neod someone to lovo me.
You 'vo gol Ihe job. Our ndvonturo has started. Wo 'll
make il a LONG summor,.,
—your favorite octopus squeezer
FREE THE FRAT NINE,
COTTER RESIQNI
~
Grog,
I talkod to tho pilot nnd he says that a postponement until Sonlor Wook is flno. The South ol Franco
should bo lavoly—I'll bo waiting.
P.S, Maybe wo should use the lire escape instead
of Iho ladder?
Pigs on Ihe bnr,thumper Fn Iho'pub, up the rlvor down
Iho rlvor In Iho woods; Boston Globn finds lis ubo;
Frank Sina t ra ,backgammon ,wlno-drunk nil tho timo;
Bov, beor , chnmpagno, Bonus, ohampngno, Bow doin, Irlvnlity, subliminal advertising, whips & chains
& soda pop.
To Iho boys of D.U.—I'll miss you,

Bin d,

Hnvo a grant yonr In England, Wo will miss your
shining moon nnd wo will think ol you In Florida noxt
spring.
Lovo yo, S. and T.
;>^snk f)'|or ovwythTngHI'I'llmlsst. ybui como and
study Ftflnoh on Iho othor sl&o ol onmpus somotlrno,

Do April showers bring May flowers?

-Da Bubbas-

!LLAMA LIPS FOREVER!
Jon— "Look he's still smiling." No matter what you
do. they just keep on smiling. Attention: Due to
serious abuse my unicorn has been seriously
damaged—but look* he's still smiling.
Mother Llama
"Desperately Seeking Susan "
in Ihe red Camaro. (and further north in a green
Renault)
A lot of sun. good wine,the best dinner ol my life—il
was awesome.(allhough I'd like to subtract a little
vinegar and a couple ol topics I will forever avoid.)
—You may have weasled oul ol Sugarloaf this year .
but perhaps the Alps sound more appealing to you?!
(one run and you can sit in the sun and check out
the guys!)! hope N.J. is closer than it seems. I'm sure
you know how much I'll miss you.
-=B
To Bergen's Buddy.
Thank you lor opening the doors for me. Ihe bottle
ol Korbel' s. Ihe cool silver earrings. Ihe rose, pizza
al You Know Whos. calling me sexy, telling me how
much you love me... Bul most ol all. thank you lor
six beautiful months.
I LOVE YOU!
—-Scotchy 's roomie
Dee.
Soiry to see you leave, especially since we all just
got to know you.but on to bigger and better things!!
But we know you'll come back to visit a certain someone... Congratulations and Best ol Luck!
Sheila.
I'm glad we were a good substitute but have a fantastic time this summer with the one lor whom we
were substituting! Keep in touch over the summer'

;__ __

Vin—
You're the best roomie I could ask for. My year
wouldn't have been Va as great il it weren 't for you!
Have a fantastic time in Wyoming! !
You're Ihe best!!
roomie o' yours
Vinnie Paolucci—
Since this is the last classified of our Colby career ,
we would like you to know we think you have the sexiest smile on campus !
2 admirers
Little Guy
Have a wonderful summer. Take care of lucious!
You're the besl!
Love, Sue
Sheila and Mel—Roomies 0' Mine
I am so excited ' could die! Foss 307— we 're all over
it! I love you both!!
roomie o' yours
~
FSTO—J. K. M. 3. K.R.. e*ic
Everyone have a wonderful summer— Good luck on
exams and look lurwaro to SJTO nexl year!
ECACs—Here We Come!
Women 's Lacrosse—let's rack 'em and roll 'em
down at Tufts!
GJP.
somersaults UPHILL? and SPLITS ort the
dancelloor—oh roomie o' ours—whal are we going
to do wilh you?
Oh Miss Reilly!?i?T?
Would you say il was a late night, an early morning
or what??? No names mentioned here!
—S.C.
, .
Kim—
Thanks for a great year Remember summer reunions
and break nexl year in Europe!!!
AL
Sisters—
What a terrific year!! Tina , we finally caught a moose;
Belh, lot's continue those end ol season ski Irips
(definitely in Europe); Kathi, we had Ihe best damn
parlies ever!; Sue. I'm glad everything worked oul
wilh the lover-from-afar Irom Iroshman year. Tori,
nexl camping trip we're going to gel you a real sleeping bag; Kim, maybe by' senior year wo'll have Colby
men figured oull Thanks guys for everything. Good
luck lo everyone next year in either Europe or Colby. I'm going to miss you all!
Aliyson

Attention all you swines:
If you think a party is a good lime
When you are wallowing amidst chew and slime.
then it's obvious you can't comprehend.
what it means lo be real men!
"Subserviently yours." the Beer wenches
Jen and Mary. .
You wild wimen—I notified Europe that you're on
your way! The Courthouse will miss you...So will I
Love you both—Lucy
Stacey,
We 've worked together all year and I never told you
how I really feel. I only wish you knew.
John Denver
Res i—
Can I borrow some boxers for this weekend? It' s my
last chance !
XO
Always Remember:
Hansi—so it tastes like sea water huh!
Liz—watching a lot ol t.v. lately.
Brad—full moon shining Bright!
Babs—can we tawk? "singing in the shower! "
Tim—YOU CHEAT!!
Allyn—Gnarly dude! What a cute smile!
Hieeeeeemma ! Sitting Pretty!
Dianna—I gotta go pee so bad!
Ralph—late night fuzz
Lauren—All men are schmucks !
Mary—Ick ! Ick!
Jim—Kermie 's robbing the cradie!
Shanny—come out shanny don't lei us wait!
stu-J—Hugh Hefner of J 1st floor!
Murph—now where have I seen that clover before?
Chris—Welcome to "Bob's school of Pitch!
Christa—S.F.
Tricia—pen happy paltuchi Love, the loungettes
Murph.
Exactly where has she seen fftat clover before?!?!?!
lovingly yours. Abby
Snow Moose
Ilove you! Toronto this summer —psyched to meel
Chris? Thanks for everything
XOXO Snow Cow
.
Elena—
You are my one and only beer die partner. We 'll take
on anybody. Practice tonight? Go sick , buddy, say
you can!
XO MEL
PeterHow long has il been since we drank together? Jellc
daiquiris? This weekend is calling us!
XO MEL
Hey Guys.
Stop pissing me oil.
Student Center
j ane—
3 o'clock game beers, beer die. notes to the guys,
Small, dancing, then...urn..??
a lax buddy
Dear Larry and Mo.
A little "spring fling *" never hurt anybody—Keep up
(he good work guys!
You triplet in crime. Curly
To the 2 passionate residents of Rm. 323:
Thanx lor being awesome roomies. I'll never lorgel
the horse, late night giggles, and all the other special
times we've shared this year. I'm going to miss vol
both a "" of a lot nect year!
f love ya, Piam
JimCongratulations, good luck and all lhat! What will I
do without you around? I love you. cutie.
H
K.W.
Do ya wanna play "sail" on the computer?
Karen R—
So. we're practically neighbors ! Try to go back tc
sleep next time!
To Ihe dude in the camoflauge shirt—
GP lor Chinese!! i.L.Y
1
—the chick in the boxers
Goons—
Thanks for another great year...I will miss you all next
year *
Love. H
JimThanks for being such a greal Iriend. I will miss you!
Love, H
.
The Ihe Jean Jacket Man:
Your mouth belongs in Ihe toilet and so do you!
Nancy S.
I hope home was o.k. Get psyched lor summer. Let' s
go oul soon! Seven and sevens Ihis weekend?
Love . Mel
Wild Woman (you know who you are)
Hopefully next year with our QUAD every weekend
will be like winter carnival. Imagine sliming with
singles Have a great summer , l;ll miss you. and be
prepared for nexl year.
The other wild woman
^
Leonard ,
Thanks for being such good Iriends. Everyone made
it a year worth remembering. I'll never forget any of

you.

Mona—
Thanks lor leeding roe all year!

Love,
Aristurtle

Scary. Wrethy. and the Rag Queen.
Iwouldn't have made ti through the year without you
three. No matter what anyone says. Leonard Third
Floor was an experience. Have great summers , not
too many slow comfortable screws, and look forward
to a lanlaslic next year. Thanks guys.
Cheese.
Thanks for sticking by me during the bad and the
good times this year. Everything you 've done anc
given lor me means so much. You have my heart
forever. Elephant shoes.
P.S. Too bad you don't look like Ron Geremy.
Janie BabyWhen is the nexl day lor musical beds?
Jan.
Like those screwdrivers? Thanks for taking care ol
the hat!!!
Marcia
Gertie.
Where 's my leipard skin underwear—the bib isn't big
enough! Get out of my bed and clean the room! Love
you! .
T
Grit
Over many druken stupors and "S.F.'s" will not be
forgotten. Keep me up to date on all your Spanish
men next year. Thanks for a great year!
Love ya . Shan
Patty and Boom-Boom .
This year would not have been the same without the
two'of you, your really special! Can't wait for nexl
year and your visit lo Cherry Run.
Love you both. Shanny
P.S. How much do I owe you for room and board?
Cece—
Babble any time. Smoke rings or whatever! Come
and visit mexl year!
Love . M. Ball
Andy St. Clair—
Keep your grocery grabbers oif my woman. That
means even alter graduation.
Duece and GO
Beefcake:
Maybe one day you will be able lo see within 10 min.
of waking up. Don't leave any of those sharp "Conugie"brriefs around, they are so colorlul.
Stock:lf I could borrowe just one more thing. I feel
lost already. No you can have all the hair on the soap.
To the Neuter Amazon:
Are you really embarrassed or only sightly embarrassed? I mean maybe he likes girls who stand on
couches and sing at parties...
signed, your lounge buddie
^
JJB
It's been 3 months now and I miss you so much!
Please come back to the East soon where you really
belong. Colby's just not the same without you!
AAB
Lis Lis
Thanks for being the BEST rommate. I'm gonna miss
you this summer . Get psyched for nexl year—
wherever we end up it will be lun.
YBDP Marion
To the 33-hr . chick .
We 'll be in Dana next year huh? Don't worry it 'll be
fun—especially with the COYL.
—24-hr-chick
To my roomies (look at the bone structure on those
beasts) Celery Seaweed and Juanita Flap Rodriqeuz:
"On a dark and grey Chicago morn.
A little black baby child is born.
In the ghello" and that child had arms
Ciao! For now!—Clueless K.
L.K.
Is their sobriety after Dartmouth G.K.? See the boy
w/lhe strange arms, the wallpaper lhat screams , the
demi-god!! Can you spell slime w/out an S.?
—W.K.
El.
You are. still, the Fun Plan
—Mary
Estacey .
I miss you !
.
Cuba woman
Treworgy—
"Bye"... It was lun!
Hey. meatball eyes,
Come out, don 't let us wait! Wait—Where 's my earing? I want vodka! Don't gel too comly up there! Love
you.
—T
Dearest M—
Welcome home. I missed you. Te amo.
—The Fox Stellar
Missy—
Just always remember—the sand on Waikiki
Beach is brought in on t rucks in the middle ol the
night! Keep in touch , hug Moose lor me. and I'll see
ya this summer .
—the other aspiring writer
P.S. HaHa—Kennebunkporll!
Mona—
We survived! (Despite "God, how did I ever get you
lor a roommate?!?")
—The other human inhabitant ol Coburn 106
?—
"You don't know how easy it (o love you."
—?
AU REVOIR COLBY!!!
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luck and continued

SUCCESS WITH YOUR FUTURE

•COME INTO YIANNI'S FOR YOUR FAVORITE
PIZZA OR CALL US, WE DELIVER! !

"Elm Plaza

873-25,3-

